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"What a strange power there is in
silence. How many resolutions
are formed, how many sublime
bonquests effected, during that
pause when lips are closed, and
the soul secretly feels the eye of
her Maker upon her. They are the
strong ones of earth who know
how to keep silence when it is a
pain and grief unto them, and
who give time to their own souls
to wax strong against temptation." . . . Ralph Waldo
-Emerson.
Thanks to A & P for another one
of those delicious Danish Carosel
coffee cakes. They go mighty
good with a cup of coffee.
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The Murray Fire Department
had a busy day on Thursday with
five calls being answered by the
firemen. No serious damage was
reported at any of the calls.
Last night at 11:05 p.m. the
firemen answered ircall to the
Clayton Garland home at 218
Irvan Street, Murray. The fire
was out on arrival of the firemen.
Earlier at 7:55 p.m. a fire was
reported at the Master Tire
Service on the Coldwater Road.
Fire department records said
there was no fire, but steam was
coming out of a window.
The firemen answered a call to
the Midtowner Motel, South 12th
Street, at 10:55 a.m. The booster
was used to extinguish the flames
from the fire due to an electrical
short.
At 8:05 a.m. the firemen were
called to the Carr Health
Murray
Building,
State
University. Smoke was in the
building due to an electrical
short, but the fire was out on
arrival of the firemen.
The other call was to the
Elizabeth Hall, girls dormitory at
Murray State University, at 8:20
a.m. The elevator had stopped
between floors and a girl was in
the elevator.

General
Business
Discussed

Murrayans Elected To
Posts In Pledge Class
Three from Murray have been
elected pledge class officers for
Lambda Chi Alpha social
fraternity at Murray State
University.
•John Hodge, 502 Maple Ave., is
president of the group. The son of
Mr. and Mrs. John S. Hodge, he is
a senior majoring in history and
minoring in political science.
Bob Ward, 406 North 12th, was
chosen Rush Chairman. He is a
freshman majoring in physical
education and political science.
Ward is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
James H. Ward.
Mark Blankenship, 1655 Sunset
Dr., is the new representative to
the Little Sister auxiliary.
Blankenship. son of Mr. and Mrs.
Macon Blankenship, is also a
freshman at MSU.

The Murray City Council met in
a short meeting yesterday at 5:30
p.m. with general business of the
.
city being transacted.
Two resolutions were passed,
one concerning the acceptance of
final payment of funds from the
Federal government on the
airport runway extension to 4,000
feet, and the other concerning
acceptance of $110,000 from the
Rev. Billy Turner
Federal government for the
Murray Water & Sewer System
on the construction of a fourteen
inch sewer line from near Taylor
Chevrolet to the sewerage
The latter
The Scotts Grove Baptist treatment plant.
Church, located about one and project will eliminate a lift
half miles north of Murray on U. station near Taylor Chevrolet.
S. Highway 641, will hold revival Twenty five new Duncan
services starting Sunday, March parking meters, similar .to the
28, and continuing through ones now in use will be purMeters around the
chased.
A special country musical Saturday, April 3.
square have been changed to five
program-- will -be—held at—the _ Rev_ Billy—Turner, a former
cents per hour and ten cents for
Dexter Community Center on pastor of the church, will be the
two
hours.
Monday, March 29, with the doors speaker for the services to be
held each evening at 7:15. The This purchase will be added to
to open at six p.m.
public is invited to attend the the present contract the city has
Burt Cooty of Lexington will be services, according to a church for parking meeters purchased
a special guest speaker at eight spokesman.
last.
p.m. He will discuss the use of
Bids will be taken on a new
drugs in the county.
riding mower for the cemetery.
AISUP PLEDGES
Robert , Alsup, Murray, has It is estimated that it will cost
The program is sponsored by been accepted for pledgeship by about $350 to repair the present
the Dexter Homemakers Club. Sigma Nu social fraternity at mower. If bids are good enough a
Refreshments will be served and Murray State University.
trade will be made and if they are
a door prize will be given away, Alsup, 1712 Farmer Ave., is a too high, in the opinion of the
according to members of the club sophomore at NLSU. He is the son council, the old mower will be
who invite the public to attend. of Mr. and Mrs Robert F. Alsup terrntred.
for council approval to purchase
a small tract of land adjacent to
the lot on which the new water
well was dug. The new lot could
be the site of a future well Or a
city owned garage. The lot is
down by Lubie Thurmond and
will

Reading an article entitled "Ask
Yourself "Sex Who", written by
Beatrice Judelle. The gist of the
comments were not to take
statements you hear as incontrovertible facts. Question
them, Pcse,instance she says "It
may romeas a surprise to whose
who don't know the figures, but
the population is not growing
younger; it is not true that half
the population is under age 25;
girls are not marrying younger
each year; baby crops have not
been getting bigger each year;
and the typical American adult is
not an under-educated moron.
The median number of years of
Flotilla 27-5 of the United States
school cornpetted by those over 21
Coast Guard Auxiliary will
is more than 12".
RED CROSS MOTHER AND BABY CARE CLASS—One of the lesson taught in the Red Cross
sponsor a public education class
in safeboating on Tuesday, Mother and Baby Care class being conducted at Murray University is, what else? "Bathing the
Baby". Volunteer instructor is Mr. Gerald Kraft, junior nursing student. Volunteer baby is Tart
She concludes by saying "Ask March 30;in the auditorium of the
Tucker, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Larry A. Tucker of Murray. Interested observers are Mark Wilson,
Murray-Calloway
County Public
Yourself "Sex Who" and you
15 month old son of Mr. and Mrs. Gary Wilson, and the class. Several rouples are participating in the
won't accept the bushy-haired Library.
course which is being taught by Miss Laraine Guyette. Red Cross Nursing Instructor. Miss Ruth Cole
The
class
will
be
held
from
700
dropout as typical of youth, or the
Is Director of Nursing services for the Calloway County Red Crois Chapter. The chapter is con_black militant as spokesman for p.m. until 9:00 p.m. Anyone interested
in
attending
this class or ducting a drive for funds during March, so that services such as duce can be maintained. Donations
all blacks,or the nuttier elements
should be mailed to Box 488, Murray, Kentucky.
in Women's Lib as the chosen classes to be scheduled later
representatives of 63 million of should call 753-zzie.
The class will be limited to fifty
voting age".
people and there will be no
charge for admission. Mrs.
In other words think for yourself Robert E. Johnson, Flotilla
and merely question those Training Officer, will be the
statements made by folks who instructor.
Bob Evans, well known
Mrs. Leona (Lee) Alexander,
Pleasure boat enthusiasts who
are so sure they are right.
Paducah artist, will present a age 92, succumbed
Miss Anita Hill continues to be
this morning
are interested in joining the
second painting and color at
6:30 o'clock at the Westview in serious condition at the
r--\
United States Coast Guard
the
l trit irv9hVi also
piir c:
workshop at the Murray Art Nursing
tise
ste c$1of5n°:
Home.
Murray-Calloway County
Conhisio is one woman plus a Auxiliary should contact Mr. or Guild on Sunday, March 28, from
faces the old Concord Road.
handiwork,
bazaar
of
club
from
Hospital
injured
after
was
Richardson
being
Mrs. Bethel
left turd. Excitement. is two Mrs. Ken Stevens, 753-7946.
1:00-5:00 p.m. This will be a
The burned out Maple Leaf
The deceased was a resident of Thursday
morning at Calloway re-elected president of
the which $200 for an art scholarship
women plus one secret. Bedlam
continuation of last week's Mayfield Route One and was the County
was earned, The department Cafe was discussed. The building
High
School.
at
Woman's
the
Murray
Club
is three women plus one bargain.
workshop at which members wife of Lawson Alexander who
is owned by Bernard Whitnell and
The young girl, age nine, general meeting held Wed also sponsored the local high
Chaos is four women plus one
according to city ordinances,
experimented with colors and died August 20, 1959. She was daughter of Mr.
contest,
school
and
art
the
and Mrs. John nesday. March 24. at 10:30 a.m.
luncheon check.
burned buildings must be cleaned
started paintings using the born in Graves County on Hill of
Hazel Route Twa, suffered Also re-elected for a second term members improved their own
up. Steps will be taken to clean
knowledge gained from these February 7, 1879, and her parents a broken
pelvis, internal injuries, was Mrs. Matt Sparkman, firs skills with lessons on folk art,
out the building and board it up.
were the late Jack and Lucy and
Mrs. C. C.( Betty) Lowry, first experiments.
contusions and abrasions. vice-president. Other general iculpture, wook carving, rug•
"That which is used develops. Congressional District ChairA committee composed of the
Alexander.
and
macrame.
She
hooking,
According to Evans "Color is
was admitted to the hospital officers are Mrs. Sam Knight,
That which is not used wastes woman for Democratic GuberEwing Allbritten, chairman of ths Finance, Gas
at 8:30 a.m.
Mrs.
the most important thing in
vice-president;
Jack
Mrs.
second
Survivors
are
one
foster
son,
away" . . . Hippocrates.
Special Problems committees,
natorial candidate Lt. Gov. painting. Almost without exCalloway County Sheriff Clyde Bailey; recording secretary; chairman of Delta, discussed the
Barney Herndon of Farmington
the Mayor and the SuperinWendell Ford, announced today a ception the reason people paint is Route
emphasis
year's
on
Kentucky
Steele
said that Anita was hit by Mrs. John Belt, corresponding
One; four sisters, Mrs.
tendents of any systems involved,
district meeting will be held at because they have a strong desire
Edna Humphreys. Mrs. Cora a school bus, driven by Lee secretary; and Mrs.Thomas heritage, with programs given on
Ken Bar Inn on Monday, March to create their own kind of
birds of Kentucky, and old- will discuss the possible sale of
color. Midget,-Mrs. Dulsie Madden, and Herndon, driver for one of the Brown, treasurer.
the Murray Natural Gas System
29, at 11:00 a.m., for all county People have their own
individual Mrs. Grace Watts, all of Faxon area buses. The Young girl The business session was fashioned Kentucky Christmas,
Chairwomen. There are 23 way of dealing with color: some Mayfield; two grandchildren, rides one of the buses from her
handweaving
in Kentucky, lot, adjacent to the Murray
opened with a welcome and brief
The Kenlake State Park will
counties
in
the
first think in warm colors more easily Jimmy Rerndon of Farmington- area to Calloway County High devotion by the president. Mrs. Kentucky writers, history, and Electric System,' to the latter
open officially for the 1971 season
Congressional District.
than they 'think' in cool color, RouteiOne and Johnny Herndon School where she boards another Ted Bradshaw led the pledge of state foods. A major project is system. The lot was purchased
on Thursday, April 1, according
Mrs. Lowry said that this while others are 'pastel' color of Murray.
bus to go to Robertson School for allegiance, and Mrs. John the sponsoring of the cancer some time ago by the Gas System
to Frank Windt, business
in a trade with the Peoples Bank.
meeting would primarily be to people and others love the darker
Funeral services will be held her school work. Reports are that Gregory, recording secretary, drive.
manager for the park.
The system actually purchased
discuss with the county chair- more resonant shades.
Mrs.
John
Livesay,
chairman
Saturday
Herndon
minutes
last
waited
of
the
until
said
at
one
he
he
p.m.
the
at
the
read
Facilities at the boat dock,
women what can best be done in "I think it would be very sad if chapel of the
of Garden, reported that her some lots across North Fifth
Max Churchill_ thought all the children were general meeting.
hotel, cottages, and restaurant
,ac
their own counties, to elect we all learned to do the same Funeral Home with
deaprtment
again sponsored a street, then traded them
Rev. Charles loaded on the special bus before Mrs. Purdom Outland, club
will be open for the season on that
Peoples Bank for their parking
Wendell Ford as Governor.
"Yal‘d-of-the-Month"
he
thing
in
contest
the
same
to
way—the
world
year's
Nelson
started
the
to
reported
leave.
treasurer,
officiating.
date.
lot which is located next to
would not be as much fun to look
—
_
Interment will be in the Cuba
total receipts to be $11,076.34, the encourgage citizens to beautify
The park hotel is closed during
Murray Electric.
their,
.lawns,
and
at
One
Christmas
of
my
at
favorite ideas is Cemetery in Graves County with Three Murray Students
total disbursements to be
the winter months. Kenlake State
that painters must consider any the arrangemets by the Max
$9,142.19, with a balance on hand awards were made for home
Park is located at the intersection
ENGLISH SHEPHERD DOG
decorations.
Programs have
and all possibilities, or theories, Churchill Funeral Home where To Pledge Kappa Alpha
of $1,934.15.
of Highways 94 and 68.
A female white English
and try them out—and feel free to friends may call.
Mrs. George Winn, Firtt included._ lessons on flower
Hollis Clark, Mike Keller, and District Governor, Kentucky arranging and gardening, and Shepherd dog, one year old, with
Two persons, injured in ac- discard those he cannot work
Mike Stalls—all from Murray— Federation of Women's Clubs, projects have included the all shots, is free to someone for a
with
comfortably
.
.
The
pain:idents, were treated at the
are among 18 accepted for
from Marion, was introduced by sponsoring of a benefit dessert pet. Owner said the dog would
emergency room of the Murray- ter's idea or approach to painting
pledgeship by Kappa Alpha Mrs. Richardson as a special bridge party and the assisting of make a real good pet for a child.
is
always more important than
Calloway County Hospital on
social fraternity at Murray State guest and the speaker for the the Audubon District Garden For further information call 753his paints and brushes," Evans
Kentucky: Cloudy with oc- Thursday at 6:40 p.m.
University.
4589
said.
luncheon to be served at noon.
Cecil McLeod of Murray Route
(Continued on Page Twelve)
casional snow central and east
Clark, 801 South 16th St., is the Departmental reports of the
Materials needed for this
Ft. Rucker, Ala.—Jimmy D. Son
was
treated
41,
Eight,
age
for
a
changing to rain except for
of Dr. and Mrs. Charles year's activities were given by
week's workshop will be ths Hopkins, 21, son of Mr. and Mrs.
higher elevations and ending by contusion to the forehead and same: paints,
Clark. Keller, College Farm Rd., representatives of the ten
canvas
boards,
Newell I. Hopkins, 1603 Dodson
early this afternoon. Decreasing abrasions. His daughter, Glenda, large brushes,
and an easel. Ave., Murray, recently received Is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Don departments.
cloudiness from the wizt tonight age thirteen, sustained
Cynthia Peterson and Nix the Silver Wings of an Army Keller. Stalls, 407 North 5th St., is
Mrs. Maurice Christopher,
becoming generally fair thiF hematoraa to the right elbow a
Crawford
will be in charge of the Aviator and was appointed a the Son of Mr. and Mrs. Buel chairman of Alpha, described the
knee,
acStalls.
and partly cloudy central alirasions to the right
three
are
All
freshmen. diversified interests of her
arrangements for the afternoon. Warrant Officer upon completion
and east Saturday. Warmer cording to hospital officials.
department. Programs this year
of
Wing
daughter
the
father
Officer
were
and
The
Rotary
through Saturday with the highs
CAR BURNS
included music, antiques, inArmy
reported
Aviator
car
injured
acin
a
U.
S
Course
at
the
today 40s west to mid and upper
The Calloway County Fire- ternational culture, ecology,
Aviation School, Ft. Rucker. Ala.
30s east. Lows tonight mostly in cident
Rescue Unit was called to a car foreign travel, nutrition.
An
the 30s. Highs Saturday 60s west
fire on Highway 121 West outstanding project was the
He began his 36 weeks of in
to 50s east.
Thursday morning. The car, sponsoring of the elementary and
Lieutenant Governor Wendell struction with 20 weeks
owned by Kenny Humphries, was high school poetry contests with
Ford, candidate for Governor in preliminary training at the 1 S. reported to be a
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
total loss from prize being awarded for first and
the May primary, will be giest Army Primary Helicopter the .fire, which
Extended weather outlook for
started from second prizes at each level.
The
Tex
School,
Ft.
Wolters,
Kentucky Sunday through
The Methodist Men's Club of speaker at the Murray Woman's
undetermined
orgin.
In the absence of the chairman,
remaining 76 weeks of traiiiing
Tuesday:
South Pleasant Grove United Club on Wednesday, April 7 at
Mrs. Ken Adams, Mrs. Thomas
were conducted at Ft. l(ticker,
7,30
p.m.
Chance of rain west Sunday Methodist Church will have a
Brown reported on the major
MeKEE ACCEPTED
The dinner meeting is being where he was taught tactical
west and east half Monday warm ham and bean supper at the
aircraft Tim McKee of Murray has been project of Creative Arts: a
instrument
flying,
sponsored
by
the
Calloway
Sunday turning cooler Monday Church on Saturday, March 27.
systems, tactical maneuver accepted as a pledge of Phi Mu
Guest speaker at Wednesday's general meeting of the Murray
And continued cool Tuesday. serving will start at five p.m County Committee 'Ford for
CORRECTION
and survival and aerial sup- Alpha men's music fraternity at
Womria:s Club was Mrs. George Winn, First District Governor,
Lows in the 40s Sunday lowering and the cost of the meal including Governor', and will be open to the
Murray
State
University.
Son
techniques
of
pressive
fire
adCountry
Town
and
The
to the 30s Tuesday. Highs Sunday homemade pie will be $1.25. public. Tickets may be obtained
Mr. and Mrs. Aude McKee of Rt. vertisement this week should KFWC, Marion, shown with Mrs. Bethel Richardson, local
telephoning 753-1474 or 753in the tow to mid-fliks !covering tcr Everyone is invited to attend, a
in
_Imogene,
His wife,
4 Murray:- he is a freshman at haVe read Spring and Summer president, and Mrs. Man Sparkman, local first vice-president,
9935_
left to right.
the 50e; Tuesday
club spokesman said.
Murray, during this traft •
Murray State.
dresses $5.00 off, not 85.00 and up.

Program Planned
At Dater Center

Painting & Color
Workshop Planned
At The Art Guild

Miss Anita Hill
Remains In Serious
Condition, Hospital

Women's Meet For
Ford Is Scheduled

Kenlake State Park
To Open On April 1

Persons Treated
After Car Accident

Jimmy D. Hopkins
Gets Silver Wings

The Weather

Methodist Men To
Sponsor Supper

Scotts Grove To
Hold Revival Meet

Wendell Ford To
Speak At Dinner

Mrs. Bethel Richardson
Reelected President Of
Woman's Club Wednesday
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"It's a boy," said the absent!
minded doctor to the happy
parents.
DANGER IN THE KITCHEN
But it happened to be a girl
Dad believes the uncertain things of life are by far the most
'air
The following morning, the (loc.
exciting. If an item is understood as being dangerous all the
sheepishly
acknowledg
tor
ed
hit
excitement is gone. It is the element of chance that takes the
mistake. However, the parents
FRIDAY—MARCH 26. W71
mundane and makes it exciting.
were so unnerved by this turn of
The item that has sparked dad's interest is found in the kitchen.
events that they determined to
sue him for damages.
_ He will, at the proper time, refer back to it. The dangerous item
At the trial, the doctor prodad is thinking of is not the knives found in the kitchen. They are
LaDOKII a TIM= ?U.S
dangerous as anyone knows, so lack completely any element of tested:
"I admit I made a careless
excitement. You know what a knife will do, so there is no element statement.
But I can't see any
uncertainty
of
about
it.
Ben Pittman.age 77, died yesterday at a rest home in P▪ aducah.
basis for a lawsuit. After all,
It is the element of uncertainty combined with the degree of I didn't really do them any
The funeral will be at the Max Churchill FibIral Home.
probability that makes an item or an experience memorable.
harm."
Army Specialist Four Thomas C. Reeveklam of Mr. and Mrs.
"Not physically," countered
Take for example, driving. Driving done properly is not very
A. V. Reeves, was assigned to the Ina Alden Division at Fort
ELAINE STICE (center), Calvert City, is the winner of the Mountain Laurel Queen competition at
exciting. You know what to expect. However, if you put a the parents, "but he certainly
Campbell.
Murray State University and will represent the school at the state-wide pageant in May. Daughter of
mentally.
us
jolt
did
We
.
want
drinking man behind the wheel the excitement immediately goes
A remodeling program will get underway tomorrow at the
competsation for our mental
King Stice, she is a sophomore majoring in physical education and recreation. Darla Owen (left), a
up. An element of unknown is introduced into the driving anguish."
Douglass Hardware, 4th and Main Streets, according to na
sophomore English major from Water Valley, is first runner-up. Second runner-up is Debbie Edsituation. The element of chance has been greatly increased, both
Douglas, owner of the firm.
Nevertheless, the court sided
monds, a Murray sophomore majoring in biology.
for driver and whoever he may meet. Nothing may happen, but with the doctor and dismissed
Mrs. William Nall was elected recording secretary of the First
(Photo by Wilson Woolley I
District PTA at the spring conference held at Lone Oak
the possibility makes the experience exciting indeed. Dad says if the claim. The court said mere
me incuanapolis 500 ever gets dull all the prometers will need to bruised feelings, not inflicted on
Elementary School on March 25.
do is let the drivers drink. The crowds should be well pleased with purpose are insufficient grounds
The Almanac
for collecting damages.
American Gen. Douglas Mac- -Klan Investigated after four.
the performance.
Most courts agree. They fear By United Press International Arthur in Australia after a .nen were arrested in the
The element of uncertainty is what makes Russian roulette so that with Ito physical injuries to
Today is Friday, March 26, hazardous trip from beseiged murder of civil rights worker
exciting. Put one shell in a revolver, keep it away from the firing be checked and measured, it it the 85th day of 1971.
Viola Liuzzo in Alabama.
Corregidor.
pin and there is no excitement at all. But, when you spin the too easy for a claimant to exag
LiD01111 a TIMM FILE
The moon is in its new phase. In 1952 Dr. Jonas Salk
cylinder and spoint the gun ar your head, the excitement soars. ?crate his woes.
The morning stars are Venus, announced a new vaccine he
A thought for today: Amen.i
Six to one, not the best odds, but high enough to assure enough
Mars and Jupiter.
:an poet Robert Frost said, "A
was
said
capable
of
immunizing
chance to excite.
Deaths reported are Donald Key, age ten, due
The evening stars are Mercu- people against _polio.
:hild misses the unsaid goodto nephritis, L
With the proper setting created, dad is ready to refer back to
Robertson, age 75, George E. Grogan, age 75, R. Y.
ry and Saturn.
tight, and falls *sleep with
(Rip) Lamb,- - the kitchen item
In
1965
President
Lyndon
that sparked this whole thing. Consider the pop
age 65, and Curt Smith, age 56.
Those born on this date are Johnson ordered the Ku
leartache."
Klux
corn popper. Innocent? Well hardly. What would happen if every
Men in Service: Billy Waldrop of the U.S. Navy
under the sign of Aries.
is now enroute
grain popped at the same time! If this should happen, the lid
to Korea; Pvt. Charles B. Adams is now stationed
On this day in history:
at Long Beach,
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
would surely be blown clear across the room. If someone wert
California
In 1892 American poet Walt
TRADE WITH
standing over the popper when this happened, well, youisar
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Glenn Doran are the parents
Whitman
died
in
Camden,
N.
of a baby girl
' quickly imagine what would result. Not likely you say. Perhaps.
born March 22 at the Murray Hospital.
J., at the age of 73.
but there is that change!
Billy Joe Saundersof Chattanooga, Tenn., has
_ In 1942 President Manuel
been the guest of
Mom
just
called
me to pop some corn,and I, remembering what
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Saunters.
Quezon of the Philippines joined
dad just told me,told her that popping corn was too dangerous for
a little boy. Mom didn't understand at all.
Hospital Report _
753-5273
Murray, Ky.
',They also :ear they might be
LARGE VOLUME — VOW PROFIT
WHOSE FAULT?
.March
23,
1971
flooded -by all sorts of vague
Walt Our Oulawess"
*claims. In another case, a girl ADULTS 110
IT WILL PAY YOU
It's not God's fault
SEE US ON A
demanded damages for hurt feel- NURSERY 7
NEW OR
if earth becomes
CAR..
_
ings when she was erroneously
I will instruct thee and teach thee in the way
a special garbage dump.
left!out
sr--beauty crlintest:- But
go: twill guide thee with mine eye.—Psalm 32:8.
again, the court &tided her
Careless mind watch what you think.
NEWBORN ADMISSION
claim was too "iffy" to be
God is the power within us, guiding our every move.
God created a garden,
Let us
Baby Girl Barrow (Mrs.
allowed.
harken to His silent voice, our conscience.
and it's still there
''To attempt lo fix damages !arena Sue Barrow), Peggy Ann
tor such suffering." said one Dr., Murray.
down under
Judge, "would he to enter the
Operator shall have the exclusive
realm of speculation."
DISMISSALS
)pen 7 p.m. Miry and
rights
to operate on the aforesaid
On the other, hand, some Miss Jennie
EDITOR
all that rubbish.
I p.m. Sat. &Sup.
Kristin
Sheley,
ear.ANOINOININNIMENNpa
courts have granted damages in
premises his aviation business.Admission 1.50 & 75c
unusually delicate situations, Canterbury Estates, Murray,
The agreement describes the
Thomas0.Petidna
Dear Editor:
',hen feelings are most likely to Herod Thorpe, 209 W. Walnut St.,
aforesaid premises as That
Murray, Mrs. Bonnie Sue Story
tender. For example:
As you know, the Murray certain piece of property
known
A telegram to a businessman, and .Baby Girl, 905 N.
Calloway County Airport Board as the Murray
18th St.,
-Calloway County
Wife says I'm lazy.
informing him that his mother Mum ray, Mrs. Thelma
entered into what is described
Reagan,
Airport located approximately
had., died, was delivered three Rt. 3 Box 16, Murray,
I say I like to write.
an illegal agreement with the five 5)
Mrs. Joetta
.1,w.
—
late
after
miles Northwest of
her
funeral.
Wife says that's no
Ma: lerie Lewis, Hardin, Miss
Murray Flying Service on the Murray
Doubly distressed, the man sued
and North of Mayfield
way to make a living.
No 1 sm Feature Sat. due to Children's Movie
Tar. ra Fay Osborn, Rt. 2, Hazel,
31st day of March, 1970. This Road
the
telegraph
comp..m
for
us,
and including those imHow does she know
Irs. Vonda Mae Smith, Rt. 3,
negligence.
agreement was described as provements
such as runways, She's never written
And, even though he had suf- Pii-year, Tenn., Henry Pat
illegal by the law firm of Riggs & rail ps, hangars,
SPECIAL MATINEE SAT.
terminal,
before.
fered only mental anguish, the Miller, Meadow view Rest Honx
Riggs, General Counsel for the administration
building, parking
court held the company liable. Rt., 7, Mayfield,
SUN. 1 8 3 p.m
Commonwealth of Kentucky, lots, service
Mrs. Margaret
The judge said:
areas and the
Marie Hall, Rt. 7 Box 7, Murray,.
Department of Aeronautics in necessary land
-The mind is no less a part
adjacent therto,
their letter of May 4, 1970 to Dr.
of the person than the body, and Master Joe Lynn Roberts, 1230
but excluding all farmland and
I
think
but
why',
Hugh L. Oakley, chairman of the timberland."
the suffering of the former are Atokeway, Mayfield, Mrs.
Boss tells me
sometimes more acute than those Shirley Ann McCarthy, 220 N.
Murray Calloway County Airport
As you can easily see, the
what to do
of the latter."
1311', Murray, Mrs. Zora Outland,
Board. Quoting from said letter Board Chairman,
Dr. Oakley,
Adults 81.50 — Children 75'
regarding the
An Amerivan Bar A..ociation 111 S. 11th, Murray, Homer
March
31 sided in behalf of the Board
an
Why think'
public service feature by
Gentry Lovett, 500 S. 6th,
:agreement, "I have been furagreement which gave exclusive
They say I'm equal
Bernard.
,LATE SHOW FRI. & SAT. 11:30 p.m.
• Murray, Mrs. Dora Windord
nished with copies of the I ie hts to everything
at the airport
< 1971 American Bar Association Edioonds, 410 N 8th, Murray.
agreement which seems to grant excepting the
pond which is
Who is they'
an exclusive right to the Murray located in the
area. And, I can
Flying Service to use the airport only guess
that they forgot to give
Black man knows
and its facilities. This agreement exclusive
rights to it.
better than think
is clearly in violation of the
As quoted from the agreement,
Federal Aviation Administration
"The Board agrees that tra
Thinking reminds
('an l Riblet Jr.
—Wall Street Journal
Grant in Aid Agreement and any Operator
shall have the exclusive
him of misery.
effort of the Board to maintain right to sell
concessions and
The music played on radio, television, stereo and
an exclusive fixed base operator similar
services at said airpIn which he lives
on the airport is illeoal."
guitar to carry the songs of today is generally
Port"
Larry Arnsterong
pretty good. It is not until the rhymeless and empty
It is also interesting to note
The letter continued, "As you
hah
when the Murray Calloway
lyrics break out that we descover that listening
Kentucky now has a poetry society. The new froup was recently
know,one of the requirements for
to
Airport asked for
organized by such men a Jessie Stauart and Lee Pennington.
receiving federal funds is that ounty
songs that spell out the life-style of the day is like
al EVE Pa011UCTIONn LEASTMAKIIII
The
oposals
to
be
considered
for the
society will publish a magazine called Pegasus. You are invited
there be no exclusive rights
opening a lavishly wrapped gift box that has
ixed base operator they advised
to join. Along with your membership you will receive the
federal funds are involved. 'The
nothing inside.
at there would be no money
publication. For information on how you may become a member
operator on airports on which
id
by
the
Board
in
any
manner
write this paper, "Attention Poetry Column."
federal eunds are involved. The
the party chosen. And, quoting
-To adults, the most annoying thing
THEATR
Department of Aeronautics is
rom
a copy of Murray Flying
about
most concerned about any airchildish
songs is that they are so childish."
used to operate the low intensity
rvice's proposal they promised
Transportatioon,
port board which attempts to
Federal
runway lights."
—Dictionary of Opinions
grant exclusive privileges to one do the following. "Furnish and
Note: The runway lights were Aviation Administration to the
Honorable Robert 0. Miller who
particular fixed base operator. ay full-time personnel
to in operatio at the airport at the
From past experience,
the
rate Kyle Field." "Assume time the Miirray Flying Service is a member of the airport board.
Federal Aviation Administration eponsibility for and operation of !offered to pay utility bills. Why
takes a very dim view of such yle Field and to install a private should the Board be so interested "We question the reasonableness
activity. Not only will the receipt elephone in the name of Murray in paying this cost.' It should be of requiring future charterand
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
taxi operator to provide a terof future funds for airport prig Service. Inc
to noted at this point that to my minal building. Considering that
U.S.641 NORTH
development be curtailed, but the -Provide liability insurance
to knowledge there were three other
fixed base operator whowould ender the Board safe from aviation businesses who also the present operator is using the
Adults 1.50 Children 75c
753-6333
have required such an exclusive damages or fault from accidents- proposed toassume these costs existing building without cifarge,
Sat & Sun at 2-4-6:I5--8:30
7 30 & 9:35
required
capital
the
expenditure
privilege may find himself facing or injuries occurring on Kyle without monetary aid from the
to a new operator would seem to
an uphill battle when it comes to ield and pay the premius Board.
certification b'y the Federal hereof."
A logical question on this be onerous."
Murray Flying Service offered matter of payments to Murray
IN
Aviation Administration
, Flying Service arises. From This makes us wonder Now
IN ME TROCOlOR A
The federal government had s quoted in their proposal to Rit
MEW
where
MAY
that
the
does
this meriey for
terminal building has
expended $102,700.00 on our local Wines and insurane, ets and
—
What
payments come'
burned, and if the Board really
Happens When A Professional
asked
monetary
no
for
trom
aid
airport at the time these
Killer
STARTS TONITE
DRIVE
feels that anyone wishing to
he Board. Why then, did the
Violat
h
IN
,C
AY.TA7-,
Board's
The
next
for
step,
it
ap7 BIG NIT I
locate
at
Kyle
Field
greement the Board signed that
shoud be
statements were made
pears, was to scheme a new required to build therir
own
You will note, Jim,that this law 31st day of March contain the ruling that
if anyoneother than termina,-administration
states. "As you Know.' following "Paragraph 5 "The Murray Flying Service
wished to
Dai y At. .11/4 :
Board
agrees
to pay the Operator
:30-8:00-9:301100
"there can b e no exclusive rights
do business at Kyle Field the building, wouldn't it be
t
nice if Saturda r & Sunda
:15 & 8:
given." And, I too, know that the sum of TWO HUNDRED desiring party would
in COLOR
have
to
they would let the $10,000.00 inonly a short time before the FIFTY DOLLARS ($250.00 per build a terminal-administaatio
n surance money be used for
X
month
the
for
first
six
months
(
6)
some
signature of the Board's chairbuilding. Since the termina,- community.
improvement or
4080
4
074
man. Dr Hugh L. Oak(c) ap- after the effective date of this administration building that was
donated to a worthy charity and
peared on this contact that he did lease and the . sum of FIFTY located at Kyle Field once housed I
equire their friends
IX)1.1.ARS $50.001 per month for
44°Ift/
IN COL OR
several aviatio% businesses it He pkinsville who form from
realized this 45(1 I was told by
Murray
Dr. Oakley himself that no ex- the next six 16) months to sub- seems quite strange that the
Flyair Service to comply with
clusive rights could be given to saltze the operation of said air- Board could in good faith attempt
their suggested ruling and build
port
first
the
for
twelve
112)
am one at our local airport. Now
to make such a ruling. Con- themselves a building.
months
only.
Included
in
the
then, why did the agreement
cerning this, the following is Very truly yours.
• A FILM FOR
No one under IS admitte
which has caused so much above payments is a sum of quoted from a letter written by
FIFTY
DOLLARS
($50.001
for
THE ENTIRE FAMILY
COMIN
controiersy contain these words,
W D
DAY: HE
SHE
the estimated costs of electricity Gerald D. Ctirtin, Chief of Air"rh1 Board agrees that the
"DRINK YOUR BLOOD-EAT YOUR SKIN ports Branch. Department of lion Jones
— —
A ults 11 25 Children Free in Car
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1Villanova Puts Damper On
Western Championship Hopes
By MIKE RABUN
were trailing
rnW eight Dunn missed a chance for
UPI Sports Writer
points.
victory at the free throw line
HOUSTON (UPI)-One of "I can't remember when
years, UCLA Is rang to made so many turnovers (24),"
Then the Hilltoppers missed

Bonnie
s_

lose an NCAA championship. said Wooden. "Our 13 turnovers
in the first
But it doesn't look like 1971 is in the first 20 minutes was very the last shot again
overtime period and the score
going to be that year.
bad, horrible as a matter of
was left tied at 85-85.
The Bruins toyed with Kansas act.
NEW YORK (UPI)—It's a y beatini; LaSalle, Michigan
Howard Porter's key basket
tossup whether Paul Hoffman's d the Bonnies. The En- for a little while Thursday night
Wicks wound up with 21
the final minute and two
in
that
alley
NCAA
nightmare
ineers'
semifinals
of
the
in
the
down
next
game,
guard
Henry
Bibby
trip
however,
points while
throws finally
free
more
cost St. Bonaventure a shot at esurrects memories of an championships, and despite the hit 18 for UCLA and Rowe
brought Villanova the victory
the National Invitation basket- arlier encounter with North fact they played a game coach contributed 16. Kansas center
Western Kentucky's 7-0
ball Tournament title will be Carolina in which the Tar Heels John Wooden considered disap- Dave Robisch led his club with after
center
Jim McDaniels fouled
dream
beat
Tech by 29 points.
pointing, they still bumped off 17 points.
worse than the bad
out.
Georgia Tech is expected to "There's no way on paper we the Jayhawks 68-60.
Dunn led Western Kentucky
live through after meeting should beat North Carolina," That puts UCLA back in the The Villanova-Western Ken25 points while McDaniels
with
says
Saturday's
Tech coach Whack Hyder finals once again—this time tucky game was the type of
North Carolina in
"but pressure won the big against the upstart Villanova contest one would expect to see had 22. The game's scoring
championship game.
honors, however, was Han
Hoffman missed two free games for -Us in this tour- Wildcats.
in a championship tournament.
He pumped in
Siemiontkowski.
the
left
in
nament.Overtime Game A Thriller
throws with no time
The game was knotted 74-74
fouling out in
before
points
31
Villanova outfought Western at the end of regulation time
first overtime Thursday night Tech never actually scored a
seconds of regulation
and Tech went on to beat the basket in its second overtime Kentucky 92-89 in the other aLter the Hilltoppers' Jerry the final
play.
Bonnies, 76-71, in a second session with the Bonnies. There semifinal game at the caverextra session of their semifinal was one goal-tending
call nous Astrodome. It was a truly
match. A fast-breaking North against St. Bonaventure and exciting contest that slipped
surpass the 20-point mark in
Carolina team entered the title seven straight Tech foul shots. over into two overtimes.
nanding the Denver Rockets
But Villanova, a team with
bracket by defeating Duke, 73- Jim Thorne led Tech with 27
their eighth straight loss. Lewis
points and Rich Yunkus added six losses and a surprise visitor
67, in the other semifinal.
had 27 and Armstrong 26 while
"It's simply nightmarish," 19 as the Engineers built a to this tournament in the first
Mel Daniels and Roger Brown
a
said Hoffman after flubbing
,bridgehead to a title shot. Carl place, will go into the finals
added 20 apiece. Larry Canchance to win for St. Bonnie. "I Jackson paced the Bonnies with Saturday afternoon as the
non's 38 points were high for
usually hit 70-80 per cent of my 18 before fouling out.
-overwhelming underdog.
the Rockets, who remained a
sure,
I
One
thing
for
foul shots.
North Carolina made it three
Wooden, of course, does not fly united Press International game and a half behind Texas
can't continue to worry about wins in four starts this season see things that way.
The
American
Basketball in the battle for the final
it.
against Atlantic Cocast Confer- "What do I think of our Association'..-Western Division playoff slot in the West.
The NIT, dubbed the tour- ence rival Duke by breaking chances?" he •asked himself. race is still a dead heat with
nament of losers 'because the open the game with 10 straight "About the same as Villano- only four games to go.
Larry Jones had 26 points
second bests and conference points midway in the second va's."
The Utah Stars and the and Mack Calvin, Ira Harge
also-rans received the invita- half for a 52-39 lead. The The final game will bring Indiana
Pacers continued and Ron Franz 20 apiece to lift
tions, is a cinderalla step for closest Duke got after that was together the most potent front strike-for-strike ahead of the the Floridians past Virginia.
Tech, which ran off a 13-1 five_ points.
line in college basketball— division with easy victories
George Lehmann and Bob
record at the season's start and George Karl scored a game- Sidney Wicks, Steve Patterson Thursday night. Utah, led by
then skidded. A fine recovery high 21 points for Carolina, and Curtis Rowe—against a Zelmo Beaty's 38 points and 17 Verga combined for 65 points
earned the Engineers a tourney including 10 in the last five team that will have to depen rebounds, cruised past Texas as Carolina beat Pittsburgh.
bid.
minutes. Richie O'Connor paced on making the outside shot or 138-122 and Indiana, with Verga hit for 33 points and
else.
Tech reached the title round Duke With 18 points.
guards Fred Lewis and Warren Lehmann added 32 as the
Bruins Flubbed But Won
Armstrong leading the way, Cougars rallied in the last
period to pull the game out.
"We will play Villanova about crushed Denver 129-110.
Brisker, the
ABA's
the same as we did against The Floridians ripped the John
Kansas," Wooden said following Virginia Squires 128-105 and the leading. scorer, was high man
his club's victory over Kansas. Carolina Cougars downed the for the Condors with 32.
"The things that got us here Pittsburgh Condors 128-122 in
Joe Caldwell, Carolina's star
will be the things we generally the only other scheduled ABA forward, lost two teeth and had
go with."
play.
another broken after less than
But even Wooden can't ignor
The victories by the Stars three minutes of play.
the fact he coaches the nex and the Pacers left the clubs
thing to a basketball machine. with 56-24 records. They are not
"I guess when they are scheduled to face each other in
shooting .well they can compar the remaining four games.
with any of my other teams," Beaty hit 16 of his points in
he said.
the third period to put the
UCLA's victory over Kansa game out of reach and Ron
seemed to be an easy one, a Boone helped it stand with a 27it was surprising to the record point effort. Joe Hamilton was
breaking 30,148 persons w higt man tor *Texas with 25
filed into the Astrodome to fin points.
at game's end the Jayhawker Indiana had four players

NIT Last Night

i competition at
ay. Daughter of
a Owen lien 1, a
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MAKE DONATION-The Kenlake Cycle Club reeenUy donated $100 to the Calloway County Rescue
Squad. From left to right are, Tom Cohoon, Don Thorn, Jerry McCoy, Max Dowdy, Larry Cunningham, and Richard Fuqua.
Staff Photo by David MI

MSU Spring
Teams To Be
In Action

weather.

Knicks Hold
Playoff Lead

Southeast Missouri beat
Western Illinois 103-42 and will be
one of the toughest foes the
By GARY KALE
Racers face in a dual meet. The
UPI Sports Writer
meet will begin at 1 p.m.
NEW YORK (UPI)—An ofThe baseball team lost its first fensive lapse and a defensive
game to Notre Dame when the breakdown by the Atlanta
Irish pushed a run across in the Hawks proved the ingredients
All Murray State's spring ninth inning to break a 5-5 tie. for the New York Knicks' 1-0
sports teams but golf will, be in Murray turned the tables on the playoff lead today in defense of
action this weekend.
Irish the next game, however, their National Basketball AssoThe track team, which beat pushing across 'a run in the ciation title.
Western Illinois 81-64 in its bottom of the llth inning to break The Knicks beat the Hawks,
opener, will run Southeast up a scoreless deadlock. Mickey 112-101, Thursday just when it
Missouri Saturday afternoon; the Holland pitched the entire 11 appeared Atlanta had the game
baseball team, which split two innings, giving up only 6 hits in in the bag. Bill Bridges missed
games with Notre Dame Monday gaining his third win of the an easy layup that would have
and Tuesday, will be at season. A third game with the given Atlanta a nine-point lead
Louisville; the tennis team, Irish was canceled because of early in the fourth quarter and
which had a match with cold weather.
ultimately provided the momenLouisville cancelled by cold The Racers will take a 5-5 tum for a complete New York
weather, will-'play Mississippi record into - their game at turnabout.'
State and Missouri.
Louisville. Next week they will Atlanta will try to recoup
play three games with Nor- here Saturday night in the
The*Racer track men had little thwestern, four with Vermont. second game of the best-introuble handling Western Illinois two With North Dakota, and one seven-., series. The scene
despite failing to score a point in with Purdue.
switche_to Atlanta for the
the shot and javelin and only one
The tennis team will play third game on Sunday.
in the discus. Murray won 10 of 17 Mississippi State Friday af- Two other playoff series
first places, swept the 100 and 220 ternoon and Missouri Saturday
continue tonight when Baltidashes, and won both the spring morning. Mississippi State and more plays at Philadelphia and
and mile relays.
Western Kentucky will play on Los Angeles entertains Chicago.
LeeRoy McGinnis and Jim the Murray courts Saturday The 76ers won the opener of
Krejci were double winners for afternoon. The Racer netters will
their series against the Bullets
Murray, McGinnis taking the 100 play at the University of 126-112 while Los Ang'eleiTholds
and 220 and Krejci the mile and 3- Louisville Monday.
a 1-0 edge over Chicago after
mile. McGinnis also ran on both
The golf team will play in the
100-99 Wednesrelays. Performances were Cape Coral, Fla., Invitational nipping the Bulls
day night. The fourth playoff
generally subpar in the 35-degree March 31-April 3.
series between San Francisco
and Milwaukee gets underway
Saturday night at Oakland.
Dick Barnett, held to only
three points in the first three
quarters, turned in his pet
brand of "money game" as he
hit for 11 straight.points in the
final stanza that pushed New
AGRICULTURAL & COMMERCIAL
York into a 97-95 lead, He kept
Mrs. Reds Overby of Murray is pictured with Dick Mann, the
the Knicks' surge going with his
SPRAYING OF ALFALFA WEEVIL—March thru June
winner of the Grand event, held during race week every year at
17th
point
of
the
period
after
Farmers should observe carefully after March 15th and when 25
Daytona Beach, Fla., when the 50th annual running the national
percent of the tips of beans are skeletonized. Alfalfa should be Bill Bradley sent the team into ZOO mile road race is held.
the
lead
for
good at 99-97 on a
treated immediately. Two (2) treatments may be necessary on
first cutting, regrowth following first cut may need protection! jumper from the key.
Barnett, who started the
also. By ground use a minimum of 20 gal. of finished spray per
acre, 10 gal. on stubble or 4 gal. by air. Chemical should not be( game with a cold, suddenly set
a feverish pace as he outplayed
ABA Standings
applied during bloom.
Walt Hazzard and forced the By United Press International
We spray at Heights of 1 Foot to 1000 Feet
Atlanta guard to foul out.
East
Barnett finished the game
W. L. Pct. GB
Mrs. Reda Overby of Murray
with 20 points, but it was x-Virginia
51 28 .646 ...
Bradley's long distance gunnery Kentucky
42 38 .525 91
/
2 received national recognition at
that kept the score close New York
39 40 .494 12 the motorcycle races at Daytona
Beach, Fla. She was notified that
enough for Barnett's last Flroidians
35 46 .432 17
Contact Bill English, Pilot - 502-362-4675(Office) quarter fireworks to become Pittsburgh
34 47 .420 18 she was one of the ten finalists out
502-395-4753 (Home) effective. Bradley tallied 25 Carolina
31 48 .392 20 of a field of fifty contestants from
all over the United States and
points, Willis Reed had 22 and
West
Company,
Inc.
of
Jim
Smith
Contracting
A Div.
Walt Frazier 19. Lou Hudson
W. L. Pct. GB Canada.
To be eligible for this award„
scored 22 for Atlanta and Pete Indiana
56 24 700
the
contestant must be a member
Maravich contributed a team Utah
56 24 703
high of 23 points.
Memphis
40 40 500 16 of the American Motorcycle/
Texas
28 51 354 271
/
2 Association, be able to ridexi
$'2 MILLION FOR WYATT
Denver
27 53 .33829 motorcycle safely, and generill
PITTSBURGH (UPI) - The X-Clinched div. title
promote motorcycling as a gyLeat
Pittsburgh Condors of the
sport.
Thursday's Results
American Basketball AssociaMrs. Overby wat v
first
Floridians 128 Virginia 105
/
2
tion Thursday signed 6-foot-81
runner-up. She' r eived a
Carolina 125 Pittsburgh 122
forward Levi Wyatt, their
beautiful wall,p1a9tfe, a corsage,
Utah 138 Texas 128
second round draft pick from
and a dinneegiv in honor of the
Indiana 129 Denver 110
Alcorn A&M, to a five-year
ten fina*Sts he was featured
contract reported to be in
alongsfri
e winner and other
NBA Playoff Standings
excess of $500,000.
By United Press International finalist n a pre-race ceremony
ra
(Best of 7—Semifinals
Ws Scotts TURF BUILDER,
LASALLE ACE HONORED
Eastern Division
NEW
America's favorite fertilizer
YORK (UPI)—Ken
Series'A'
Durrett, the second leading
for developing thick, green
1,.
scorer
in
LaSalle basketball New York
lawns. Turf Builder makes
history behind Tom Gola,
Atlanta
your lawn grow greener,
Thursday was selected the
The Almo and Hazel PTA
thicker, sturdier—no matter
Division I Player of the Year in
men's and women's basketball
what kind of grass you have.
the Eastern College Athletic
V. i teams played games at Almo last
Conference.
Keeps it that way longer too,
0 week with the Almo women as the
Philade
because of its prolonged
I winner and the Hazel men as the
Balturior
ATLANTA 500 ENTRY
feeding action.
winner.
ATLANTA UPI -Cale Yar- ,/
Nancy Brandon for Almo hit for
Western Division
borough made a last minu
eight points while Enoch for the
Series
decision Thursday to compete
w 1.. Hazel women got nine points.
in the Atlanta 500 A,*
r Milwaukee
0 The score was Hazel 25 and Almo
4.3$
_..545
5,000 sq ft bag (20 lbs)
race on April 4.
ce San
o 22.
Francisco
10,000 sq ft bag (40 lbs) _9.45 7.95
of the three-time tl ta 500
The Hazel team won over the
winner is considi
a shot in
15,000 sq ft bag (60 lbs)„,13-.9S 10.95
Almo men 54 to 51 with Tommy
C
Series
'11'
the arm to
financiallyi,. Lee for Almo hitting for sixteen
troubled Oa
International Los Angeles
0 points and McKarnery for Hazel
Racewpf,s of the 500.
1 hitting for twenty-one points.
Chicago
Thursday's
Results
... retailer
authorized C9COtt
'OOP TO ROYALS
Tonight (Friday) the Murray
New York 112 Atlanta
ASOTA, Fla. ( UPI)—The
Firemen
will play the Almo men
Only game scheduleI
ago White Sox announced
and the Almo women will play the
Friday's
Games
the salq, of second baseman
Kirksey
women at the Almo
Baltimore at Philadelphia
Bobby Knoop Wednesday for
School.
Proceeds
from the game
at Los Angeles
Phone 753:4227 $30,000 to the Kansas City Chicago
will go. to the Calloway Rescue
12th & Poplar
Only games scheduled
Royals.
Squad.

Holden
yan
In

NITE
ITES I

MURRAY
MUFFLER
SERVICE

753-8119

HELICOPTER
SERVICE

Pro Standings

!"
rn al

ABA Race
Still A
Dead Heat

Ken Lake Helicopter
Service

0

•

A.O1C, ON:

Mrs. Overby Is
Finalist In
Florida Race

Trg 11111/.(?
Scotts Super
EarlyBird SALE

Imo & Hazel PTA
Teams Play Games

20% off

Starks Hardware

When they're looking up to you,
are they really looking down at you?
The station wagon on the left is known
in some circles as a status symbol.
The station wagon on the right is
known in the same circles as a mistake.
Now the status symbol is long and
low and really quite beautiful.
Whereas the Volkswagen is short
and high and really quite ugly.
The status symbol features a powerful engine.
A Volkswagen engine is not as powerful, but it'll go a whole lot farther on

a gallon of gas.
The status syanbol boasts roughly 88
cubic feet of carrying space.
The Volkswagen has twice that
amount. 176 cubic feet
Conclusion:
if you're looking for something to
show how big you are, then we suggest
you get yourself a status symbol.
But if you're looKing for something
that's just plain big, then maybe it
wasn't us who made the mistake after all

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN,
800 Chestnut Street, Murray • Phone 753-8850

INC.
Lf•kf,
1

uPen‘ Mon. thru Sat. 7:30 A.M. Id 5 P.M.
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Observeinerve Her 89th
Birthday Saturday
L

Debt-free marriage
the best kind?
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I am 44 years old and have been going
with a very nice school teacher for seven years. Myra is 42.
We are very much in love and enjoy the same things. I'm
sure Myra would make the perfect wife, but here is the
problem She has put it to me cold, either we sit married
this June or it's good-by.
Well, I just started a new busin.a.aed I am hidebt. I
am the sole support of my invalid mother, a responsibffity I
will have for as long as she lives. I still owe on my car, and I
owe the insurance company because I had to borrow against
my policy for the car. I've explained this to Myra and she
says it doesn't make any difference to her. She has a good
job and is willing to work after we are married.
I still think it would be unfair for me to marry her right
now. You're a sensible woman, Abby. Can you help me
convince Myra?
FRANK
DEAR FRANK: Sorry. I'm with Myra. If you wait until
you are clear and free of debt, you'll be wheeled down the
aisle to say your marriage vows. I say, marry the woman. At
44 and 42, time is more important than money,
DEAR ABBY: I have tried for years to convince my
husband that if he would give me a compliment once in a
while it would mean more to me than material things. Ri
answer, "If I don't like something, you will hear about it."
He means it, too. This goes from the way I do my hair to the
way I season the soup. Many times I have deliberately clone
something contrary to the way I know he likes it, just to get
some kind of reaction out of him. Even a complaint is better
than dead silence.
Most people will work better if they get a little praise.
Even dogs perform better with an encouraging pat on the
head He hasn't been a "bad" husband. In fact, he's been
very good, but a few loving words would have meant the
world to- me so many times.
Please don't use my name or town. No sense In rocking
',he boat after 40 years
NOT APPRECIATED
DEAR NOT: I suppose it's small comfort to be told that
actions speak louder than words, but it's true. A man who is
stingy with his compliments is usually the product
Inhibited parents who weren't able to verbalise their
appreciation and approval, so don't blame him too much.
After 41 years, you're wise 004 to rock the boat. But if
you mention it to him, be may change his course.
C
DEAR ABBY I am an unmarried professional woman I
- have been going with a widower for several months now and
we have a wonderful time together. He lost his wife two
years ago but he still wears a wedding ring I have no
objections to that and respect him for his 'attitude toward his
former marriage.
We often dine at fine restaurants and frequently run into
people I know; wi-n they stop. I introduce tirri. If they see
his wedding ring, they may conclude that I am out with a
married man and am being trossy about it.
Should I ask my friend to remove his ring when we go
out? Or should I disregard the thoughts of others?
WEDDING RING
DEAR WEDDING RING: He may have reatons of his
own for wearing the ring. Don't mention it.
DEAR ABBY: Ublie• some Mitee—W-1. wins,
batband refused to shave off his beard. My husband-aims bad
a beard and I hated it! If it looked good on him I waddet
have minded, but it looked terrible. I begged him to shave it
off. He refused.
Well, I just let the hair grow underneath my arms and on
my legs. And as fast as it took my hair to grow, that's bow
REVENGEFUL
long it took him to shave his off'
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it ati
year chest. Write to ABBY. Box Mee, Los Angeles, Cal.
Seeds. For a peroasal reply enclose stamped. addressed
envelope.
For

send Si

Abby's booklet. "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
I. Abby. Box Mak Lass Angeles. Cal. Met

Alex Cropper, president of
Ledaspain, ,JU.S.A., unveiling
: the first spring collection in
leather of Pertegaz. Spanish
coutourier. predicted the corn
• ing year will be the biggest

in leather fashion in history.
The Pertegaz collection included a series of midi length
pants ensembles in Spanish
lambskins and antelope suedes

Friday, March 28
"The Crucible", Arthur Miller
play, will be presented the second
night at the Murray State
University auditorium at eight
pm. Tickets are $1.50 each.

Monday, March 29
Senior Show of Joe Ellen
Maskew, Murray, will open in the
Kappa Pi Room, Fine Arts
Building, MSU, and
through April 10. No charge.

Saturday, March 27
The Methodist Men's Club of
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church will have a
Ham and Bean Supper at the
church. Serving will start at five
p.m. and a complete meal of
$1.25. Homemade pie is also a
part of the menu. The public is
invited.

The Dexter Homemakers Club
will have a country musical at the
Dexter Community Center
starting at six p.m. Burt Coody of
Lexington will be the guest
speaker at eight p.m.

"The Crucible", Arthur Miller
play, will be presented the third
night at the Murray State
University auditorium at eight
p.m.. Tickets are $1.50 each.
The Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will have
as noon luncheon at the club
house. This will be an open
meeting with Dr. Alice Koenecke
as speaker. Hostesses will be Dr.
Alberta Chapman, Mrs. Aaron
Chapman, Mrs. Louise Dick,
Mrs. E. S. Diuguid, Mrs. P. A.
Hart, and Miss Mildred Hatcher.
A dance tor ninth grade
through college will be held at the
Calloway County Country Club
for members and their invited
guests from eight to 11:30 p.m.
Dress will be casual.

Mrs. Laura Mayfield will ob.
serve her 89th birthday on
Saturday, March 27, at her home
at Coldwater on Murray Route
One.
The almost 89 year old woman
Then if police can find the
is the mother of three living
children, Wilson Mayfield of owners of non-licensed dogs, the
California, Mrs. Edwin Warren of city will collect the $3.50 fee
Murray Route one, and Mrs. plus a $3 fine.
Jewell Howard of Farmington
Route One. Her daughter-in-law,
1
is Mrs. Larue Mayfield, wife ofIF
her late son, Clarence Mayfield,
of Murray Route One.
Her four grandchildren are
Gary Mayfield, Larry Mayfield,
Mrs. Freda Fay Rogers, and
Rodney Warren. She has nine
great grandchildren and two
great great grandchildren.
Mrs. Mayfield is able to do her •
work and visits with friends and
relatives.

Tuesday, March 30
The Foundational" Sunday
School Class of the First Baptist
Church will meet at the home of
Mrs. Rex Galloway, 1623 Sunset,
at 7:30 p.m. Mrs. James Carlin
will be the guest speaker.

HOME
4,SWEET HOME,
AGAIN JO

The Sigma Sigma Sigm
Alumni will meet at the home of
Mrs. Joseph Rexroat at 7:30 p.m.
Junior and Senior Recitals of
Charles Rose, Sheffield, Ala.,
trombone, and Clarence Riley,
Mayfield, French Horn, will be at
the Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Building, MSU,at eight p.m. No
charge.

Skating Party Held
By Girl'Scouts At
The Benton Rink

Miss Paula Kay Owen
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth J. Owen of 203 South Eleventh Street,
Murray, announce the engagement of their youngest daughter,
Paula Kay, to Steve Wilcox Compton, son of Mr. and Mrs. John
Compton, 809 Sunny Lane, Murray.
Miss Owen is a sophomore at Murray State University majoring
in French and English. She is a member of Alpha Sigma Alpha
social sorority.
Mr. Compton is also a sophomore at Murray State University
majoring in pre-pharmacy. He is presently employed at the
Houston-McDevitt Clinic, Inc.
.A June wedding is planned.

By Kelly Ford
Murray-Calloway County Girl Scouts in troop No. 47 went
Shrine Club will have a potluck to the Skating Rink in Benton and
supper at the American Legion skated from 2:00 until 5:00.
After the skating party the
Hall at 6:30 p.m.
scouts went to the Dairy Queen
The monthly singing will be for refreshments. The party was
held at Hardin Pentecostal on March 18.
Church of God at 7:30 p.m. Girl Scouts that went to the
Featured singers will be from out party were Jean Cole, Kelly
Ford, Marilyn Howard, Tori Mr. and Mrs. Flenoy Barrow of
of town.
Laweenee, Kathy - Miller-,- -Lisa Murray ,Route One -are the
Swift, Debbie Pearce, Verna parents of a baby girl, Tina
Sunday, March 211
The Calloway County Singing Williams, Karen Fogo, Marianna Marie, weighing eight pounds 21.2
Convention will be held at the Wheatly, Patricia Hamilton, ounces, born on Tuesday, March
Brooks Chapel United Methodist Vickie Chadwich, Janet Smith, 23, at 10:20 p.m. at the MurrayLisa Hopkins, Tina George.
Calloway County Hospital.
Church at 1:30 p.m. All singers
George.
They have one son, Clint, age
and listeners are invited.
Those accompaning the Scouts.
were Mrs. Ed Morton, Mrs. Milly
BFA Show of Leslie Wright,
Louisville, will open at the Broach, Mrs. Hasskel Smith,
Exhibition Hall, Fine Arts Mrs. Hopkins, Leslie Hopkins
Building, MSU, and continue Lanette Hopkins, Robin Ray
Sarannan Jones, Kim Ford, a
through April 10. No charge.
Ineta Smith.

TBIRTHSj

Mr. and Mrs. Genie B. Adams
of Hazel Route Two will be
honored at a reception at the
Holiday Inn. Murray, from three
to 5:30 p.m. All friends and
relatives are invited to attend.

City officials found only 1,700
dogs were licensed in the city
this year, compared with 2,356
In 1970. They plan to use a
computer Friday to check this
year's registered dog owners
against last year's.

A new group ot all-weather,
easy-care fabrics looks and
feels remarkably like kid-glove
leather. The fabric actually
is a urethane-coated nylon and
cotton. Called "SKINN" and
developed by Collagen Corp.,
the fabric was developed as a
direct response to needs of
designers and manufacturers
for a soft, drapahle fabric to
use for sensuous clothes, and
particularly for unbulky, non
rigid outerwear.

thoThe
-ei am

hostess can help you
over the anxiety of getting acquainted in new
surroundings and make
you feel at ."Home
Sweet Home," again.
She will bring gifts and
vital information from
your neighborhood business and civic leaders.

7r
di
uyrtie
Call lL111
"A friend is someone who
doesn't bring home your homeyour sick when
work
an
753-1365 Maureen.- That's one of many
The Most
definitions of friend in "What
Famous Basket
is a Friend"(Essandess), childIn the World•
312. The father is employed at the ren's responses compiled by
rath
and
-Joan
M-cGParr
Lee
General Tire and Rubber
bemsmamsomme
Scobev.
Company, Mayfield.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Clintop Barrovr-of`Hazel Route ginso.ana.o.mo.oisme 041=10.01100e040Me0-4=10.0.1Mle 41M.0Two and Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Focus on Fashion
Jeffs of St. Louis, Mo. Great
with
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
C. M. Mathis of Murray Route
Four and Jack Hopkins of Almo
Route One.

DAVID CRYSTAL

Rainbow For Girls
Has Regular Meet
At Masonic Hall

The senior recital of Alan
Baker, Princeton,Trombone
Murray Assembly No. 10 Order
be held at the Recital Hall, Fine of the Rainbow for Girls held its
Arts Building, MSU,at three p.m. regular meeting at the Masonic
No charge
Hall on Tuesday, March 16, at
seven o'clock in the evening.
The BFA show of Leslie
Miss Barbara Sleek!, worthy
Wright, Louisville, will open in
the Exhibition Hall of the Fine advisor, presided at the meeting.
Arts Building, MSU,and continue Plans were made for the
smorgasbord supper to be held on
through April 10. No charge.
Saturday, April 24, at the
Woodmen of the World Hall at
Third and Maple Streets.

Crusaders Four-H
Club Organized At
The Darnell Home

The Goldwater 4-Hers met
Monday evening in the home of
their community leaders, Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Darnell of
Farmington Route One. The
purpose of the meeting was to
organize the club, elect officers,
and get started with their project
work.
The club elected the following
members as their officers:
President, Rhonda Darnell; vice
president, Penny Trembly;
secretary, Laura Trembly;
treasurer, Larry Darnell; and
reporter, Rand), Darnell. The
club selected The Coldwater
Crusaders as its club name.
The next meeting will be held
April 5, at 7:00 p.m. in the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Darnell.
All 4-H'ers in the Coldwater
community are invited to attend.
Other members of the club not
present were: Kitty Albin, Betty
Easley, and Craig Rogers.

The Rainbow for Girls made a
contribution to a scholarship fund
in memory of Loraine Payne of
Louisville, Supreme Inspector of
the Rainbow for Girls, who was
recently killed in an accident. She
had
visited
the
Murray
Assembly.
Members present were Barbara Sledd, Paula Cook, Cris Lee
Birdsong, Phyllis Coleman,
Charlotte Stuart, Nita Atkins,
Sherry Nolin, Gail Vaughn,
Sherry Vaughn, Joyce Winchester, Patricia Evans, Vickie
Kalberer, Denise Kalberer, Janet
Newberry, Becky Edwards,
Janie Lamb, Risa Lowe, Betsy
Riley, Lisa Robertson, Linda
George, Leslie Kline, Debbie
Nance, and Patricia Roberts,

La Costa means the outdoor life, and the famous
alligator insignia is a guarantee of informal chic.
DU ron doubleknit. Toast, Nas y, Apple."1:ingelo.
sims 8 to IS.
Entrants in the student sewing contest sponsored by the Sigma
Department of the Murray Women's Club on March 17 were, left
to right, Amy Wilson, Linda Cochran. Brenda Richrrdson, and
Marilyn Parks, all senior at Murray High School. Mrs. 0. B.
Boone, Jr., seated, presented first-place award to Miss Parks and
second-place award to Miss Wilson.

MADEMOISELLE SHOP INC.

"Open Evenings Until 8:00"

5:45
6:00 Morni
6:30
7:00 Toda3
8:00
8:30
9:00 Diah'
9:30 Conce
10:00 Sale
10:30 Holl!
11:00 Jeop
11:30 Who
12:00 Nom
12:05
12:30
f:oe Days
1:30 Doctx
2:00 Anotl
- 2:30 Brigt
3:00 Anoti
3:30 Star
4:00
4:30 Wild,
5:00
5:25 News.
5:30 News
6:00 Seeni
6:30 Red
7:00 Laug
7:30
8:00 Movi
8:30
9:00
10:00 Seel
10:30 Ton

Ill South 4th Street
o
;111.04MMo.0iMe04MMI, 41001.o4mo.

41..110 II

o4M.0

Here's me and Joey. He's my
friends. Birds. Chipmunks.
Squirrels. They're all my friends.
My mom says Jumping-Jacks
are my friends, too. Know why?
Friends take care of you, and
she says Jumping-Jacks really
take care of my feet. She says
they give my toes lots of room to
grow. I can tie
them all by myself.
Know what?
When I grow up
I'm going to have
a zoo.

Ryan's

6 1
7
8 1
9 3
10
_ 1
11 1

Murray, Kentucky 42071

very best friend. I've got lots of

Sizes: Infant 4',/2 to Child's 12

Officers of the Coldwater Crusaders 4-H Club are pictured, left
to right, Rhonda Darnell, president, Laura Trembley. secretary,
Penny Trembley. vice-president, Larry Darnell, treasurer, and
Rand) Darnell, reporter

630
700
7:05 Farm
7:15 Repoi
7:30 Disco
8:00 Lost
8:30
9:00 Road
9:30 Chilch
10:00 Jam
10:30 Hers
11:00 Wort
11:30 This
12:00 Meet
12:30 New:
1:00 Ebom
1:30 "In C
2:00
2:30
3:0u
3:00 Quest
4:00 Bowli
4:30 Come
5:00 TBA
5:30 News
'00 Scene
Diane
7:00
7:30 Bill C
8:00 Bonar
9:00 Bold I
10:00 Seem
10:30 Tonh
11:30

1-2
1 rS11

Rig. powerful engines. Big. powerful brakes
to match. That's the Da tsun ['Ian. Ask the small
.ir expert. your
I ).1 sun dealer.

Lassiter-McKinney
S 12tir St Datsun 153 7114

WSK

19
0 ::111

Ask the small car expert
about stop and go.
PROD( ICT OF NISSAN

PAGE Fl

6
7 1
8

Adults present were Mgt Twila
Coleman, mother advisor, Mrs.
Marie Stuart, Mrs. Frances
Churchill, and Henry Siedd
The next me8ting will be held
on Tuesday. April 6, at seven
p.m. at the Masonic Hall.

DATSUN

•1

C-D-E Width
Sport J

DOWNTOWN MURRAY

Jumping-Jacks.

12 1
1 1
2 1
3
4
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7 1

9 1
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Sunrise Semester
6:30
Tom & Jerry
7:00
7:05 Farm Digest
7:15 Report
Penelope Pistop
7:30 Discovery
Carl Tipton
8:00 Lost in Space
Jubilee
8:30
9:00 Roadrunner
9:30 Children's Theatre: Look up & Live
10:00 Jambo
Oral Roberts
10:30 Herald of Truth
Faith For Today
11:00 Worship
11:30 This is the Life
Face the Nation
12:00 Meet The Press
Animal World
12:30 Newsmakers
NHL Hockey
1:00 Ebony Exp.
1:30 "In Old Calif."
2:00
2:30
3:00
Nat. Airlines Open
3:00 Questor Gnd. Prix
4:00 Bowling
4:30 Comment
Spell Down
5:00 TBA
Report
5:30 News
Roger Mudd
'(N) Scene at six
Charlie Brown
t....40 Disneyland
Osmond Bros. Spec.
7:00
Ed Sullivan
7:30 Bill Cosby
8:00 Bonanza
Glen Campbell
9:00 Bold Ones
Jackie Gleason
10:00 Scene at Ten
News
Perry Mason
10:30 Tonight Show
11:30
Late Show

Know Your Bible
Sego Bros.
•
World Tomorrow ,Wonderama

Datsun Is
Off To A
Good Srart

Tony Awards Special Will
Be on-ABC Sunday-Evening

GARDENA, California-Datsun, last year's top gainer
By Jack Gayer
Wood,
La-a
Gary
Crosby,
as
Willie Mays, Bing CroS6y,
proiniong the top ten imports in U.
NEW YOUR ( UPI)-The new ham Shatner are on the
John Unital and others standouts Charles McGraw and Jerome
Johnny Quest
sales on a percentage
television week's big attraction is gram.
Cracking a hashish S. auto
Cattanooga Cats
NBC's movie at 9 is the first Ift vac bus fields. Flip Wilson is Thor.
basis, is off to a resounding start
the annual announcement of the
st
iirgling
gang.
host.
Bullwinkle
in maintaining its sales pace in
Broadway Theater's annual Tony half of 1958's "The Big CounFrom 9 to 10, ABC offers a
Discovery
1971. Retail sales of the Datsun
'Awards for best play and musical try," starring Gregory Peck
SATURDAY
comedy special, "Phowton! Did
Flipper
!lee of cars for the month of
and for contributions by actors. and Charlton Heston.
Wide
World
of
Sports"
"ABC'.
You
Pet Set
Hear The One. about..&"
reFebruary reached 14,051 for an
buthors and others in 17 The ABC movie at 9Ride
_ ti.Ts his hand at being a corn- at 5 presents events of the NCAA
News Conf.
screens 1967's "The Long
increase
of 201 per cent over the
categories.
tpedran at Caesars Palace in taas swi!, nUng and diving cham- salve period a year ago.
Soul of The City
The two-hour special will be Home," starring Glenn Ford.
Ve:•as. with help form Phyllis piristrirr at Ames, Iowa, and the
NBA Basketball
on ABC Sunday at 9 p.m.
skating The Datsun line,
DonKnotts'
Phil Silvers, Jack Carter, World pairs figure
which is
ABC also will have a special NBC preempts
chan.pionship
at
Lyon,
France. distributed in this country
Yard,"
"Scotland
ah`tori Berle, Woody Alley, Bob
by the
about George Plimpton trying hour at 8 for
Mission
Impossible"
on
CBS
Nissan Motor Corp. in U. S. A.,
to be a night club comedian, a documentary examining the Hope and Jonathan Winters,
3:15 Am. Sptsmn.
at
7:30
repeats
an
episode
in
and a study of the American workings of the famed London The CBS movie at 9 has the w1 nil a feniale double agent tries also had another noteworthy
Movie
police organization. David Nivease in the sale of their everpremier
staring'Ha ra hi set up Paris for an enemy plot.
Bald- Eagle.
err
is narrator.
PePular lil'Hustler pickup truck.
States
fi
NBC airs the ProtestantThe
NBC
movie
at
8:30
screens
Retail sales of the truck
Catholic Movie awards Sunday, ABC's movie at 8:30 presentsa--..-1963's "The Nutty Professor," a!' ounted to 5,635
"The Sheriff", contemporary
units in the
begins
a
new
weekly
situation
slat rP•g Jerry Lewis as a meek month
Johnny Cash
of February which was an
comedy series Monday night, drama of racial tensions in
professor
who
discovers
a
forwe: ease of 90 per cent over
offers a Scotland Yard special which a black lawman's career
ii ula that changes him into a
F.B.I.
Fele uary, 1970.
Combined
Tuesday and has a Friday spe- is threatened by a rape case.
ic playboy origanally
Datsuir retail sales for the month
cial saluting various persons Ossie Davis and Ruby Dee star.
te'evi.sed
on
ABC
in
1969.
Tony Awarqs
NBC at 9 completes "The Big
of February were 19,686 units up
who have set records.
Darn). Thomas, Carmen 158
pe.. cent over last year.
Charlie Brown Country."
new
CBS
has
a
McRae arid Lola Falana are -We
News
were very happy with our
special
variety
and
a
animation
euest on Pearl Bailey's hour at
Movie
sales last year.," commented
WEDNESDAY
special starring the singing
8:30
"Kraft Music Hall" on NBC at 9
Osmond Brothers on Sunday.
esents Bette Davis as hostess
MONDAY
fm• "A Salute to the Oscars." A
SUNDAY
5:45
Country Journal
"l'he Protestant. - Catholic it usu.-curt‘edy spoof of the movie
6:00 Morning Show
News
Movie Awards" is a one-hour award's with Frank Gorshin,
Morning Watch
6 i 30
Real McCoys
NBC special at 4. Hugh Downs Michele Lee,, Jerry Stiller and
7:00 Today Show
Bozo
is moderator for a discussion Anne Meara.
Captain Kangaroo
8:00
of the winning 1970 films with "Medical Center" on CBS at 9
Mike Douglas
8:30
Romper Room
euests representing the films. repeats an episode in which the
9:00 Diah's Place
Hazel
Front 4 to 5:30 CBS has play de ector of'a ghetto clinic fails to
9:30 Concentration
Hillbillies
orr finial holes of the National cooperate with police.
10:00 Sale of Century
Family Affair
Gourmet
At' lirres Open invitational golf "The Young Lawyers" ABC at
10:30 Hollywood Squares Love of Life
That Girl
teurriarrent at Mann, Fla.
10 repeats "A Simple Thing
11:00 Jeopardy
Where Heart Is.
Bewitched
Charlie Called Justice." Getting a new BOWING OUT—Frank Si"Play It Again
11:30 Who, What Where Search-Tomorrow
World Apart
a new half--hOUr trial for a man convicted of natra, 55, announced in
12:00 Noon Show
News
All My Children
aein ated special with the murder invelved
bringing Palm Springs, Calif., that
12:05
Singing Cony.
"Peanuts" gang on CBS .at 7. charges of incompetence against he is retiring from his of12:30
As The World 'Turnst Let's Make A Pieg
•
one- features_Schroeder's-his.--ariginal- attorney,- now a ten-stormy and controveri:060164
—a Otir-Lives Splendored Thing
sial 30 - year career as a
Newlywed Game .- musical oniance with Beethov- judge..
1:30 Doctors
Guiding Light
singer and performer to
Dating Game
eri± aed Lucy's pursuit of iu""e2:00 Another World
Secret Storm
write and teach.
Gen. Hosp.
Schroeder. "lassie" is pre2:30 Bright Promise
Edge of Night
One Life
THURSDAY
3:00 Another World
Gomer Pyle
Dark Shadows "l'he Osie.ond Brothers Show" Tin , Conway, Sandy Duncan
3:30 Star Trek
Gilligan's Island
Lucy Show
is a half-hou:. variety special on and Johnny Brown are guests on
4:00
Movie
Dan Boone
CBS at 7:30 preempting "Ho- Pip Wilson's NBC hour at 7:30
4:30 Wild, Wild West
'at:". Heroes." George Burns,
5:00
News
Tina Cole and The Hagers are •• Mias South and Jones" on
5:25 News
Weather
ABC at 3:30 offers "The Root Of
luests.
5:30 News
News
News
Ed Sullivan's guests on CBS It All." Torn Ewell and Judy
Jeannie
News
6:00 Scene at Six
at 8 are Norman Wisdom, Dan- Ca! ne are guest players. Search
8:30 Red Skelton
Gunamoke
Let's Make A Deal ny Davis and ther-.Nashville for a lost Civil War payroll.
7:00 Laugh In
Newlywed Game
flrasi, David Ft-ye, Sandler and "Ironside" on NBC at'8:36 1108
Here's Lucy
7:30
Am. Sptsmn. Spec Young, Melanie,
Lennie Schultz, Jes.sie Royce Landis guest
Mayberry RFD
8:00 Movie
Movie
Joania Simon and Vic Perry. stin • nig as an elderly socialite
Doris Day
8:30
The Tony Awards special is whose jewels are stolen.
Carol Burnett
9:00
e• ABC from 9 to 11, taking The CBS movie at 9 screens
Ten
Scene
News
at
10:00
News
"Brainstorm," starring
leer the usual movie period. 1965'
Mery Griffin
10:30 Tonight Show
Dick Cavett
The live show originates in New Jeff Hunter and Anne Francis in
York's Palace Theater. Lauren a auSperise drama bout a man
Racall is hostess. Many stars who schemes to eliminate the
will narticinate as entertainers husband of the woman he loves.
or presenters of Tony's. NumWLAGTV
•TV
R'SIX-1- i,'
FRIDAY
b.- s from winning musicals of
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the past 25 years will feature
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Plsyft? J7:eo
vLt''' 5a,dr,
the plight of the American Bald
=o
of
Eagle _arid other tirds. Bing
r,irshy. Curt Gowdy and WilMurray.
Motor
CorranonIty
k•
School O../

.4
(*******************

Now Open!
Come Wash With Us

HIGHLANDER CENTER
SELF-SERVICE
LAUNDRY
Central Shopping Center
Murray Kentucky

Robel D. Link, Vice President of
Sales for Nissan, "but this year it
is evident that our long range
plans are really producing
resiets. Just last year it took
better than four months to reach
the sales figures that our dealers
have-already put in the books
these first two months of 1971."
With a recently announced
gaieject ion of 240,000 annual sales
ii would seeni that Datsun was
well ahead of that forecast
especially with the fall months
I • aditionally much greater than
rionths at the outset of the
year.

You be
the
judge.
Get free Comparison
Charts from the Small
Car Expert.
Drive a Datsun..,
then decide.

-X-

-X-

-X-

510 4-Door Sedan

DATSUN
PRODUCT OF NISSAN

-X-

*plus local freight, state
-X- sales tax and license

-X-X*******************

Lassiter-McKinney
Datsun
S. 12th St.

TELfVISION
SCHEDULE
viS
Hl510

mic-

to

TIME and
TEMPERATURE

IAL 75A-P9

Jake

PEOPLES

Cod
iree,

to 1: giglEcPut-hgr.=1 Fr; :14VS: 'Tvtlfrenls
Monkees Cen/er 5 H,91, MOUS*
11 (1312)-I-:;4'sedSioneesn
SATURDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
vGifil gIetKir1900e1 Na;,,onuranla inVation ,:imienr:gc,oaitet BaMislincl
12 Is :
1

-,
• 0
,2 8:::Itt:11 OLDT•liter Gtia'P'°'''''''-

BOurlark four
00
00 fl'sk'fb'll O'bi'll'er DoanTournament
lh,cle v5/nrtd of SOosta
Golf tnvitetionai
.30 B'skIti'll D'Ill'h'er
'N' Waters Wide WOrld of Snorter
Woods
r
ett.
IllIS WilburnWegener
ROW, Mond N•ws Fishing
in Paler

2 ST, ::::13:1't D9BII'Ve7 ?0,1.""
B'sleth'll D'erh•re CBS Golf
3 _ .30 B'sk'llYil D'bl'Wer CBS Gott_
A

",

, r

7

Wrestling B ii Ande,on
Sports CF.alle.floe
Pro
----'Pro Bowlers Tour
_ Pro Bowlers Tour
Wide World of Sports-

,

Clout(
Classic

9
'- 1:1T(1‘11
), ,y

SATURDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
sibteh 1:rrenctl
ii rtiMissiOn:
fr. riasy, .,„-"
Missl
'on. imoossible Ifsnaentel World
ea-- 99 And
Pe,r1 Bade,/
_ My Three Sons _
I ':30 Motile: 1

Well,

6

Impossible

Williams

Countess
_SI A174
movie

Arnie

'
tr•e
rl rfa
Xee•

Minnie
Mannie
• __
Wiwi; Snortsei In News: Wthr : SportStiews;
Perry Mason
l V :35 Doyle Fret,
Perry Mum
11 :0 Doyle Frost
Movie:
:311 David Frost
1 II
---• "Bail Out at
It Ale Awns/ors
43.000 Feet'
II AIL :7111Aaeetetra

:Go

_9

:0 resets

Young Lawyers
Hugh X Lewis
grcr:Car:eTtr.'

—

__ _
Sports

Dice Cavell

Dick Cavell

_

SWAN SONG
riaurity has declared war on the
PARIS. Ky, iliPli—Today lagoon population and from 3
nay be the last day many p.. . to 6 p.n.. today it will be
pi,eons will see Paris.
eason on them.
mt.., ,
.-n1 SCreritityBV COM-"
11 .S

Tired of Your Own Cooking?
( OMF

HAZEL CAFE
and Try Our
-Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
—Country 'lams and Steaks
—All Kieds of Fresh Homemade Pizza
earn. to 10 p.m.,7 days a week
—j.C.GALLIMORE —

The people we lend money to
tell us what to do.
We lend Money to farmers and ranchers
Nobody else. And the people who bornes
buy stock in PCA. That way, they tell us
what to do,,They decide who is really going
to run our operation
It's a great arrangement, We end up
being owned anti operated by the people
who need and use --our service. So we
know all about their special money needs
*.A CRecio
es
Supplies, equipment, maintenance, exti.i
.••• help, medical bills, educational expense,
And we know how to tailor repayment pro
grams to their production and income
R 1
Talk over your money needs—any se.i•
son of the year —with a seasoned mom,
pro. the man at PCA.

Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Association

00
ag
f city
0
ilflf0 eat dil

How we deal with pollution today will determine the quality of life
for future generations. Increasing the use of electric power in your
home will contribute to a cleaner, healthier, pollution-free environment.
Using electricity in the home involves no combustion. And
measures are being taken to eliminate by-products of combustion at
the relatively few central sites where electricity is generated.
To help beat pollution, use electricity for a// your power needs.

ELECTRICITY...

...DOES IT BEST!

Murray Electric System
L. S. Ferguson, Superintendent

Keys Keel, Office Manager
-305 North 4th Street
Phone 753 5602

411111111MMINMEMSmiliMmm•
•

4

82170

753-7114
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s One Of Toyota'.-Students Participate In Murray Schools' Annual Science Fair
cores:urn Kitchen
Su s
Cars Named
Celebrity Homes
Approximately 185 Murra University. Winners of the Fair
Junior High and
Austlwill compete in the Regional
Elementary students par Science Fair to be held at Murray
ticipated in the Annual Science State on April 3.
Fair held at the school Thursday, First piece winners in the five
March 18.
divisions were: Physics--The
The students competed in five Math Mind by Debbie Cundivisions and were judged by ningham; Biology-Glue Sniffing
)rofessors from the Science by Sharon McConnell and Cindi
Department at Murray StateCrouch; Chemistry-Distillation

Fori
a azine Award

A Fascinating Cook's Tour of

The March (1971) edition of
Popular Imported Cars magazine
devotes eight pages to road test
evaluation of Toyota's import
passenger cars line for 1971 and
the company's new Hi-Lux
pickup truck.
Singled out for special attention
by the authoritative automobile
magazine is Toyota's Corolla
series-'he model line that last
year won Popular imported
Car's Certificate of Excellence,
the first award of this type ever
presented by the magazine,

Process by James Johnson;
Earth Science-Geysers
by
Barbara Kemper; Elementary
Division-Hippocrates ( Model of
a Man) by Mrs. Lockie
Christopher's Sixth Grade Class
of Austin Elementary School.

emor
Awarded
Scholarship

Other winners in the Physics
Division were Ricky AtkinsSecond Place; Stan Henley and
Jim Collingon, 23, a senior at
Tyler Seale--Third; Becky Murray State university, has
ancey andRichard Whited tied been awarded a four-year
v..r fourth place
scholarship, valued at more than
$16,000, for study toward a
In Biology the runners-up were doctoral degree in pharmacology
Jim Pinkston-Second
Mike at the University of Tennessee
Ramsey--Third; Stephanie Medical Unit in Memphis, Tenn.
Wallace and Phyllis Elken,
A native of Bellmawr, N. J.,
working together, tied with Kim Colligon will graduate from
Fox for Fourth Place. Honorable Murray State in June with a
Mentions were given to Candy bachelor of science degree in
Barry Lopez, the magazine's
Walker and Kirk Johnson.
chemistry and mathematics.
road test editor, reports that the
At the UT medical school, he
Earth Science runner-up were
new 1971 wider and longer, even
Chris
Parker-Second; Keith plans to study the use and effect
looks sleeker ..00d in 1970, it's
rabors and Mike Stephenson- of drugs in the cardio vascular
even better in 1971!
rhiird; Kent Klein and Lindy area of medicine. He hopes
"The new Cordlla's perBarbara Kemper, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Kemper,
Bridwell tied for Fourth Place. someday to teach on the medical
formance, braking and styling
the
first
Olive,
was
place
600
winner
in
The other winners in Chemistry4 school level or do research work.
the earth science division
are much improved over last
TILES OF VARIED SIZES and shapes corn bine to make a decorative background for
included Resa Lowe--Second, Colligon, who has maintained
year's model that won the of the Science Fair,
cooking in blue and white kitchen of designer Kenneth J. Lane's New York apartment.
Cris Birdsong-Third; Robert an academic average of 3.7 out of
magazine's only Certificate of
Underwood,
Scott Zimmerman a possible 4.0 points for seven
Excellence award."
ly JOAN O'SULLIVAN
and Vicki Cunningham tied for semesters at Murray State, is the
Lopez also authors the road test
son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles H.
IN ALMOST every Ameri- woman would have thought each offering a few ideat
Fourth Place.
Colligon,
38
Campanell,
wallpaper or
can home toda,y, the soufflé about
wood that you might adapt for evaluation of Toyota's Corona is
is on the rise. So are other paneling for the kitchen? color, convenience or sheer the quietest economy car we've
In the Elementary Division the Bellmawr.
marvelously complex and won- Who would have bothered decorative value.
ever been in. The new 1858cc
place winners were Terri Mc- He is married to the former
gourmet snatching up antique spice
delicious
derfully
•Miss Gilliatt's cook's tour 'engine is a tremendous imConnell-Second; Raymond Sims, Jean Ellen Leisure, daughter of
dishes.
jars or measuring cups to Into the kitchens and dining provement and the boost of 18
Mary ann Littleton and Mary Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Leisure,
show off on a counter!! Now rooms of well-known person• Cooking has been eleFlora-Third;Ftina Angelinas and Beaver Dam,Ky., also a student
alities is an instructive one. horsepower gives the vehicle a
such decoration is standard.
vated to an art. Even the
Andre Perry tied for Fourth at Murray State.
Along the way she describes get up and go you simply don't
most unexpected people • Not only are women in- how each celebrity solved expect to find in an economy car.
In addition to being listed in the
Place.
from socialites to taxi drivers terested in what celebrities
problems common to most
"Who's Who in America," he also
- -spend time "creatively.
' at cook teat in "where" they
The'
students
involved in the is a member of the
kitchens and dining areas, Matched to the four-speed box; it
Alpha Tau
the range. It is a trend that cook it. To satisfy such
Science Fair were under the
such as. how to store essen- put on a dazzling performance."
has created a new category curiosity, Mary Gilliatt has
Omega social fraternity and
cooking utensils while
tial
supervision
of
Mrs.
The
Mark
to
Pam
II,
according
Cartof celebrities including such put together a fascinating
Alpha
Chi, an
honorary
keeping them easily acces- Lopez's road test evaluation,
write, Mrs. Glenda Tutt, Mrs.
stars as Julia. Childs, James new book "Kitchens and Dinscholastic society, at the
applichoose
sible;
how
to
Lockie Christopher and Miss
Beard and Craig Claiborne.
ing Rooms" (Viking Press, ances and materials that are oacks all of the performance and
University.
that shows off some of attractive yet easy to use and economy plusses of its smaller
Cindy Crouch (pictured) daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Dale Kathy Rayburn.
•All this sophisticated in- 610)
interesting
world's
most
the
brother,
the
Cornona, as well as Crouch, 1512 Kirkwood, and Sharon McConnell, not present wheD
terest in food has done somecare for; how to make the
thing else: It has focussed a kitchens
being one of the more luxurious picture was made, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Wayne Mcmost out of limited storage
spotlight on that once forgotThis is a book to dream on space for canned and packorr the road.
Connell, won first place honors in the division of biology at the
ten room, the kitchen. Or- when you're praying over the aged foods.
Murray
High Science Fair.
iginally utilitarian, it is now Hollandaise or tiptoeing about
Even if you cook in a closet .4 The Toyota-r-oad test articles in
a decorator's delight, one that hoping the soufflé won't fall. - and that's the case in many - :he March edition of
Popular
tastefully combines function Its pages are crowded with a one-room apartment-this
It• ported Cars are climaxed with
with fashion to make an ap- photographs— two are repro- is S book to enjoy. It's what
141pe7's report on the new Toyota
petizing scheme.
duced here--of dream kitch- homemaking dreams are all
Hi-l.ux pickup ruck.
A few years ago, what ens;, some simple, some super, about.
Lopez writes:

Worship!
Training

Ern,
Morning
Evoning1
Morning
Evening

Morning
Evening1

Morning
Evening'
Morning
Evening
Morning
Evening

Morning
Evening

Morning
Evening

Morning
Evening

Morning
Evening

Morning
Evening
Morning
Evening

New
Morning
Eveninc

Morning
Evening

Morning
Evening

Morning
Evening

• 'I liitpacts

Morninc
Even,nc

Worsh.c

'"The idea lx•hind the little halfto. pickup is a beautiful one-use
half of the truck I half the gas5
hall lie wear and tear, half th
o euvering, half the polluti
oxItaust Ito get the same job do
.is the bil-."1 piCkups. As t
subu: ban pick-rip grows
popu a. ity, and the need f a
a!!er pick-up becomes more
appa•cill, the Hi-l.tiz will on- James Johnson. son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat Johnson, Route 5,
become one of the most won first place honors in the chemistry division of the Murray
Ii
;1..po!a• or Toyota's vehicles '• High School Science Fair.

"Yoh Sh p

Five whers la the recent art contest sponsored by the Murray
Woman's Club are shown left to right; Becky Terhtuie, second
place, wire sculpture and hanging; Gall Lyons,first place, pillow;
Barbara Van Meter, second place, painting; Grant Kodman,
second place, drawing; and David TeUoff, second place,
ceramics. All are students of Mrs. Betty Scott at Murray High
School.

(
1111

Millill
TIC

1710 Ma

Photogrs‘ph.s by Brian Morris
OLD VICTORIAN pine dresser stores china and linens in dining section of author Mazy
oiniet's kitchen. The color scheme is set by the brown, red and white cotton blink.

Mob

that "short swing 'trading has
been more costly than worthwhile." Spear says "we can't
i UPI - The
YORK
NEW
sti ong and I so I virtually
ue with the tape and
market's rise since the Septem- correction free," according to therefore would be heavily
ber-November -plateau has been studies by Spear and Staff Inc., invested." But since there has
been no real beak in the
uptrend, the company urges
ittvestors "to make liberal use
of trailing stops and to weed
&dark+
out holdings Iron) time to
t•iite."

Wall Street Chatter

atrazune
workson
weedsin
COM
rain orshine

You destroy grass and broadleaf weeds as soon
as they sprout when you mix Sutan plus atrazine
in the soil before planting. No waiting for rain to activate control, Sutan
Loafer
'
,
plus- atrazine works for sure. The
best herbicide combination for corn,
Sutan it controls nutgrass, fall panicurnt
wild cane,foxtails, pigweeds,smartweed and many others Grow corn,
not
weeds...see us now for Sutan.
.

I

tin

•••

CALLOWAY COUNTY SOIL
IMPROVEMENT CO.
Murray,- Kentucky
I

"We are due to get a spate of
profit-cashing in many stocks
which have over--ained them-4
selves," according ter Walston &
Co. Since it is "better to sell
when prices are way, way up,
than when they are down.
Wa!ston suggests that when
individual issues reach "lofty
levels," the investor should not
lie to afraid "to nail down a
profit here and there-even
part of profits."

-Still a bull-but with a
nervous snort," Harris,.Uphan
& Co. says. The company
believes, that "pricewise ... the
shows
extraordiary
iiarket
strength- but adds that it
realizes "everything is nbt
The conipany says to
p.epare for possible "unpleasant surprises" in hhe -near
future. -At this juncture it
appears as if the market's
boravior is favoring the trader
'in' than the investor-thus
on, lb Illk it necessary to
lei stand the risks involved in
major new ctimmit- e• Is at this _tinie." the
.”• pony says.

Stoke
1

"GOOD IN 1970, BETTER IN 1971" . . . This is the headline of the "Popular Import cars"
magazine's March edition, which headlights the Toyota Corolla (top left), the Toyota Corona (top
right), the Toyota Mark ll (bottom left), and the new Toyota Hi-Lux Pickup. Last year the
Corolla
won the magazine's first certificate of excellence ever awarded in the import car industry. "These

Fr(

vehicles are well finished and well built and evidence the detailing that has become the
hallmark
of the Toyota Motor Company", reports "Populal Import Cars" editorial staff.
Bo

Hatcher Auto Sales Inc.
5 1 5 So. 12th Street

Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-4961

it

Rar
Air Cond
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Fair
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a senior at
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four-year
t more than
toward a
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tplus, Tenn.
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uate from
use with a
degree in
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school, he
a and effect
io vascular
He hopes
the medical
aarch work.
maintained
of 3.7 out of
for seven
State, is the
Charles H.
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the former
laughter of
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o a student
listed in the
:a," he also
Alpha Tau
q.nity and
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Church Of Christ

Scotts Grove
Worship Service
10a.m.
Training Union
6.30 p.m.

New Providence
Morning Worship
11 a.m
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.

Emmanuel Missionary
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
;

University
Morning Worship
10:30 a.m.
Evening Worship 111)0p.m.
Green Plain
Morning Worship
10 45 a.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
West Murray
Morning Worship
10 50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6pm.
Union Grove
Morning Worship
10 50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6.30p.m.
Seventh & Poplar
Worship Service
10 40 a.m.
Evening Service
6 p.r.
New Concord
Morning Service
10 50 a.m
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
Plesant Valley
Morning Worship
11 a m.
Evening Worship
6p m.

West Fork
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

lie m
6 30p.m

First Baptist
Morning Worship
10.4.5 a.m
7: 300.m
Evening Worship
Spring Creek
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

lie m
8 p.m.

Northside
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Ila.m.
7 p.m.

Sinking Springs
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7 30p.m.
--Mail Baptist
--PdernindiAlOrshIp
11 a.m.
7 30 p.m.
Eveititts Worship
Poplar Springs
11 a.m
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6.30 p.m.
Grace Baptist
Morning Worship
10 45 a.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
Blood River
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.
Kirksey Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7 30p.m.
Memorial Baptist
Morning Worship
10:50a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30 p.m

Elm Grove
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Temple Kill United
Worship Service 11 a.m. 1st & 3rd
Sundays.
uys 9- 30 a.m. 2nd & itt,
h

Christian
Forst Christian
Worship Services
10: 30 a.m
m.
•

7

Murray Christian
Worship Services10:45 a.m.,7 p.m.

Presbyterian

B

historic bell

St. Leo Catholic Church
Sunday Mass 8 a.m., 11 a m 4.30
m

Land. Where• Nesting to be an Amerman.

land mean all the inhabitants thereof" What a

privilege to be a son or daughter of Freedom's

Christian Science
11 a.m.
Worship Service

How great as our Symbol!"
o

First Assembly Of God
11 a.m.,7:30
Worship Services
p IT1

paints

Ph. 753-30113

403 Maple St. -:- Murray, Kentucky

NEAL STARKS
Mobile Home Sales 8 Service
"A Complete Service Garage"
WE SPECIALIZE IN DOUBLE
. WIDE MOBILE HOMES
5 Mi. north of Murray on 641, Ph. 753-6734

Stokes Tractor EL Implement Co.
Massey-Ferguson Sales and Service
Industrial Road
Phone 753 1319

Wayman Chapel A.M.E:
Worship Services 11 a m., 7 p m

3

St. John's Episcopa;
Sunday School
9:30a m
Morning Worship
10 30 a.m

3

Immanuel Lutheran
9 IS a m
Sunday School
10 30 a m
Morning Worship
Seventh Day Adventist
2 pm
Sabbath School
2P m
Worship Service
; lird WV 64 NM 1114 IAMBRd WO We lid 64 afd 6464MI1AI

klt./1.
1. 1
.&

-

Ambassador-Hornet-Rebel- Gremlin-Jeep
Top Quality Used Cars
Phone 753-6448
Five Points

Shirley Florist
Flowers for All ()mastitis
Member F.T.O.
7531251
502 N. 4th St.

Palace Drive-In

im

-Transmissions are our business .
Not a side line

Phone 753 7992

No'

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Heating
Sheet Metal
Air Conditioning
rith at Chestnut
!Mimi- 71.1 4832

Boone's Incorporated
The cleaner That's Interested In Yee

Sales and Service
Admiral - Tappan - Whirtonnt
Phone 753 3037
118 South 12th

FAMOUS FISH DINNERS
On Hwy 68 at Aurora
Phone 474-2202

Phone 753 8181

Iressur n. there will ',Ur heal he alse

Edwin Cain Construction Co.
RESIDENTIAL

Sei Buildings
621 So. 4th

Compliments of

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
Complete Banking
ng Service - MeMber FDIC
500 M.iin
Phone 753 3231
Branch Office So. 12th & Story 753 6655

Grecian Steak House
TOM ANDREWS
YOUR HOST
Steaks - Chops - Seafood Plates - Sandwiches
Specials: Mon., Sirloin Steak - Tue., PIReye Steak
Wed., Ground Sirloin - Thurs., Chicken - Fri., Fish
No 12th Ext 641 Call In Orders to 753-4419

CAA PTP I rim*,

Phone 753-5209

Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham SandwichS
Sycamore at 12th
Call In Orders 753 7101_

Hutson Chemical Co., Inc.
"For All Your Fertilizer Needs"
Phony 753 1933
Murra)• k‘ .

Southside Restaurant
Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish - Frl. and Sat.
Plate Lunches Daily Banquet Room Facllitias
for Churches, Clubs and All Social Meetings
753 31112
So. Side Manor Shopping Center

Grain Division
Holmes Ellis. 31' '
tt. w. (hut!
l'1 ,,, ,, 733 li210

, 1 s ,i,!

Colonial House smorgasbord
A Choice Seection of Relishes - Salads Meals
- Vegetab!i.s and Desserts
Fast Serv,(,, - Open Sundays
Hwy. 641 \ ••
Phony 7732700

1415 Main Street

Best —

Dairy Cheer

Fine Feed

Charcoal Hamburgers, Chicken, Pit Bar-B-0,
Shakes, Splits, Sundaes
Ph. 753-8082
1206 Chestnut

Phone 753 2202

,
Kill ,Root DLL.L .,,t_firi

Mr & Mrs Wm. A. Jones, owners
-Custom made drapes, latest in fabrics
--Furniture& Auto Upholstery
Ph. 753-7494
606 5 4th

.,

elg and c.Syeamotz .
MURRAY. KENTUCKY-

''''c ‘',4'

Ph 753-7793

Spann
Real Estate Agency

Sales and Service

Your Johnson Motors Dealer
- Complete Boating Supplies
Phone 753 3734
IN E at Murray Bait Co

Sales, Parts, Service

West Kentucky.._ Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.

Phone

I

Building Blocks a Ready Mix
East Main Street

Phone 753-5012

PHILLIPS

'.'

66

Your Happy Shopping Store
114 So .ith
753 3773

Phone 753 7724

Concrete

Phone 753 3540

Closed On Sunday
Phillips 66 Products

e.,..•

,l1l .21

Street

Hendon's Service Station

WA-

Reseoentiat - Commu,c ,a1 - Farm - Building Lots
Buying - Selling • Leasing
and Lake Property

205 No, 4th

753-5802

Fitts Block II Ready Mix Co.

Guy

No 4th Street

Phone 753-1n1

,

Lovett Bros.

Carroll Tire Service
Your
1105 Poole

Storey's Food Giant
Bel

Bowling At Its

Phone 7531675

Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc. Wayne Darnell Outboard Marina Sam Calhoun Plumbing-Electric

Murray Livestock Co.
HOGS BOUGHT DAILY

Corvette Lanes, Inc.

Peck's Upholstery & Fabric Shop

Shady Oaks
Mobilo Home Courts

Pilate k E. ci S 12th

Phone 753 1489

South -117

Lynhurst Resort

DISTRIBUTOR OF GULF PRODUCTS
Tires-Batteries-Accessories

Un. Royal Tire Dealer

Murray sport & Morino
E.,nru,_ Glastron-Tidecralt
POlarKrati Starcraft- goat Campers
Complete Service Shop

Air Shopping Center

South rnti St

Murray

Col. ano isirs. Thomas Brown- thsner.

Ph 7S1 1 S 7

Phone 136-2345 and 436-5376

Ward-Elkins

Roberts Realty

RCA Victor - Frigidaire - Maytag
Phone 753 1 i 13
403 Maple

Hoyt Roberts -

-'1164PAY

Trenholm's Drive-In

Claude Vaughn

Kenny Penny Chicken
Pliza Spaghetti
Free Delivery on Orders of S2.00 or More
12th & Chestnut
Phone 753 2007

Plumbing, Heatirg and Air Conditioning
Commercial and Residential -- Sales & Service
' Repairs s 1,r40,stion - Gas & Sew..
Phone 733 6168
'

Ir Conditioning-Heating- Commercial Itsdrigirrat.o
Service Through Knowledge

,._

--

COMMERCIAL

718

Randy Thornton Service Co.

-iff.here you

Sue & Charlie's Restaurant

No 2-Murray, Ky
Ph 753-9730

Wm. E. Dodson. Owner
Div.

II

I

.__Duncs TV & Appliance

Sale Every Tuesday at 1 p.m. - P. IS3-5334

Jas D. Clopfon

Wiry,.
44le
_

:::.:::::*,:ek,i4O0i.:4*,,.•:-••:..... •

Capitol Transmission No. 1-Paris, Tenn
Ph 642-5851

MI We WV

•.:7;

i
1:
I. [,. Lit LL Et U IA_ LL I.
1

American
MorsKtittiielui fried ekieltes
"It's Finger LIckIn' Good"
Cain a Trees Motor Sales

Chestnut

WI IWd MIAS 6146fd lid MIIN 614 614 k'd Vdb'dNd VdiVil We lid lid 61411464Rd
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Five Points

as originally cast its makers turned to

the hihlr, to Leviticus, for the words inscribed

I

Moore

I '--

.. that nation is America
Ut one tact mien overlooked is that when the

beginning! What a heritage! What a

le
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!mark

trairrry in government and tutolerance en relegton

around its coniuiir. -Proclaim Liberty throughout the

Five Points

a.. 753-631,
ass 7534.10

fhese

of Independence had been adopted. Today.
it remains the greatest symbol 0/a nation free from

Jehovah's Witnesses
10 30 a m
Watchtower
9 303 m
Bible Lecture

First Methodist
Worship
8 45t. 10.504.m.
Russells Chapel United
Worship Services at 9:30 a.m. 1St
& 3rd Sudays, 11 a iii. 2nd &
Sundays
Goshen Methodist
Worship Services at 11 a m. 1st &
3rd Sundays, 7 P m 2nd & 4th
Sundays
Lynn Grove
Worship Service at 9 45 a m. 1st
&3rdSundays, 11 a.m. 2nd & 4th
Sunday
Coles's Camp Ground
Worship Service at 11 a m 2nd
Sunday. 10 45 a m 4th Sunday

—A--

,top

the citizenry for the terse annourkement that the Declarari,
c

Church of Jesus Christ
Of Latter Day Saints
10 a.m.
Sunday School

Benjamin

cars

O

ne of Out IZIOSt tressured relics is the Liberty hell
soecalled
bestine iwas rung on fluly 8,1776 to summons
It is

Other
Denominations

NOY

n

Our Symbol

Liberty Cumberland
Sunday School
10 a m
Worship Service
11 a m
North Pigment Grove
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Service
11
Oak Grove
Sunday School
10a.m.
Worship Services lie m..7 pan.
Mount Plesant
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
First Presbyterian
Church School
9:30a.m.
Worship Service
11 a.m.

Free pick-up & delivery
We give S & H Green Stamps

12to mato

•
•
•

United, 310 irvan Ave.
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
United, New Concord
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Services llam,7 p.m.
Calvary Temple
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Services
lie m.,7:30
pm

TIDWELL PAINT & FLOOR
COVERING

Mew

•
•

Pentecostal

CLIFFORD'S GULF SERVICE

Gui
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Murray Church
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Service
11 a.m.
Locust Grove Church
Morning Worship
II a.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.M.

Brooks Chapel United
Worship services at 9. 30 a.m. 1st
& 2nd Sundays, 11 a.m. 3rd
Sunday, 8. 6 p.m 4th Sunday

11 a.m.

Salem Baptist
AAorningiVogship
11 a.m..
7 15p.m.
Evening Worship

te Idurray
IC, second
pillow;
Kodman,
sd place,
rray High

Palestine United
Worship Service 11 a m
1st
Sunday, 10 a.m 3rd Sunday
Martins Chapel United
Worship Service
930 a.m.
Soutti Pleasnt Grove
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 p.m.
Good Shepherd United
Worship Service
11 a.m.

11 a.m
7 p.m

Flint Baptist
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
7.30p.m.
Evening Worship'
Cherry Corner
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Methodist

Bethel United
Worship Services at 11 a.m. 1st
and 4th Sundays, 6.30 p.m 2nd
Sunday, L 9 30 a.m. 3rd SundaY
I ndependence United
Worship services at 7 p.m. 1st &
3rd Sundays, 11 a.m. 2nd Sunday,
9 30 a.m 4th Sunday
Kirksey United
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
Coldwater United
Church School
10:00
Worship Srrvice
11:00

New Mt. Carmel Missionary
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship 6:30 p.m.

r

Nazarene
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Sinatra Will Have Trouble Getting Out of Public Life
By VERNON SCOTT
TPI

Hollywood Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) -If
Flank Sinatra thinks he is
etairifrom "public life" he
irretrievably addled.
His chances of finclinLiinon
nety ate nil
Ask
Greta
Garbo.
Ask
Charles Lindbergh. Ask Howard
Hte.hes, for whom Sinatra holds
cle.siderable disaffection.
Sinatra may succeed in
reiiri in; from show business.
But until the day he dies-and
even thereafter-he will be
very much a public figure. Like it

(It

anoint" photographer in the
Sinatra had the great fortune mouth, or receive a belt to the
of becoming a super star. head in a Las Vegas fracas, the
Nobody ever retires from that public will know.
exalted and frequently lonely The difference is color.
station.
Si-atra from the beginning was
quivering,
•
Even though the mercurial out' ageous rainbow of emotion
sweer never warbles another ad talent.
note his every word will be The nian on the street may
of
quoted in the press, bandied by be asked his opinion
:!ossips and ridiculed by critics. Lancaster and Brando and
If he marries again it will be !nerdy shrug. Ask him about
front page news, whether it is Sinatra and he will either fume
this year or on his 90th
pt inse.
bi'Ihday, which is more likely Having known Sinatra for 20
bounce
he
Should
the case.

IR

yew s, 1 have mural him au
intensely determined man, determined to succeed, to prevail
and to be fair as he defines
fairness. He has never forgotten a slight, nor a favor.
-His- saiteeeite-ia--eppelling
its determinatimn. 'Therefore
one must accept at face value
his announcement of retirement
how public life.
But Frank Sinatra is not only
hue an, he also is a performer
with a performer's ego.
Were he offered the leading
role in the greatest movie ever
to be made for the largest

Majorette Auditions For
su Band PIanned May 8

1971
FRIDAY-MAR Si
the university. , 45rufn major
auditions wilt be held during the

an eu t of money ever paid to
i. acoil, one could vouchsafe
tl.e kid from Hoboken would
•yone needing further inti e.;T from retirement. ButM
formation
about majorette
man
be
a
perverse
Fiv.k oun
auditions may contact Roger
arid might refuse for the simple
cadence of the percussion section iteichmuth, Box 1070, University
"If in doubt, try out!"
joy of confounding Sinatra
of the band or a recorded Station, Murray,. Ky., 42071.
watchers.
selection of their own choice.
offered
by
advice
was
the
That
Frank Sinatra is many times
Relchttlith
-added
hat
marching
Reichmuth,
Roger
a millionaire. He's had all the
rnaftirettes,
who
receive the Lean honored
State
director at Murray
booze, broads and action any band
University, as he announced that same scholarship assistance as
HOLLVW00,i1--(1141
mar could want. Now he wants
band members, will have the
secliision and privacy and quiet. majorette auditions for, the 100- pportunity to do some solo
Director David Leap was
plus-member ,,-Marching
They will be attained less
outines
during
band
perarded the Order of Merit by
Thoroughbreaell(and will be held
easiIy than his fame and
orrnances.
the Argentine Producers Assofortune for he is The Frank SaturdaY•- guy 8.
are Band camp at Murray State is ciation for his film, "Ryan's
hopefuls
Majorette
Sinatra—a legend which even
the heduled to begin Aug. 25, the Daughter."
p.m.
in
1
meet
at
to
)scheduled
thisstormy colorful man cannot
recital hall of the Price Doyle eek :riot- to fall registratio at
on the cam- Ur.
Ask Garbo. Ask Jatri-dbergh „Fine Arts Building
said
girls who
Reichrnut
pus.
Ask Pickford. Ask Hughes.
have a schedule conflict on that
ied date should contact him to make
Phone 753-1272
other arrangements.
*
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
Tryouts for majorettes in the
We Have It — We Will Get It —Or It Can't Be Had
past at Murray State have been
to
held during the fall, but Reichmuth said the new procedure•
HOPKINSVILLE
will enable the majorettes to
This city is one of 33 school work together during the sumnation mer to become a stylized unit.'
the
districts in
Emphasizing that the tryouts
have
been
refused
which
are open to any high school senior
emergency d e s egregation girl or Murray State coed, he
IS MORE THAN
JUST A WORD
funds from the federal gov- said:
WITH US
expect to have a twirling
We
ernment because of civil
1
line of eight majorettes who look
rights law violations.
can
and
who
ensemble
good as an
Hopkinsville is the only perform as a precision unit by the
school district in Kentucky time school begins next fall."
He said auditions will consist of
to be cited in a federal
report made available to individual routines lasting from
United Press International three to six minutes with canin Washington.
didates performing to the
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STOLEN SHOES
NOTTINGHAM,
England
"UPD-When a customer com-earned .his new boots did rg
it, shoe store manager _Cheitto--iher-Mayhew took a elele look.
oefermeat requests each
found both were right
plicant include a letter
week to ao Army Recruitfeet, one was' size 7 and one
(U P I):
WASHINGTON
from his doctor describiag
ing Command at Hampton, -Size 8-and they were different
Young men claiming they
his coaditioa.
Va. Of 89 eases passed oa,
are not physically fit to be
But Saxbe said ther Is
be said, $I registrants were
,:,""fristead of changing' them, he
drafted are taking their appotential. if only in the
disqualified sad 51ulticalled police because a check
peals to members of Conpublic,
for
minds of the
mately were rated fit for
showed they had been stolen.
gress in increasing numrewarding the sons of politservice. He did not know
substantial
bers-and
a
The customer, Reginald
ical friends or campaign
the outcome of the ethers.
are successfully
number
Green, 48, was fined 824 in
contributors. He wants the
Sen Alan -Cranston (D
avoiding the draft
court Wednesday..
system changed immediateCal.), who handles 100 to
Some Congressmen think
ly
1 edeferment cases weekthe practice.zhould be halt, reported that of the 188
A SELECrIVE Service
LIQUOR WARNING
ed.
regulation was issued ill' cases he forwarded to the
AUGUSTA, Maine (UPI)-A
With the end of some
subsequent]y
118
Army,
October which draft„.-lawwoposed health warning on all
deferments and the advent
will_
medically
were
found
mean
interpreted
„ad
yers
potties of liquor sold in state
of the lottery system, physOf the 30 he advised to go
that Congressional interical disability claims are
*ores was killed Tuesday on a
channels,
the
normal
virtually
through
vention was
one of the few avenues left
19-36 vote in the House.
all were judged qualified.
only way to gain a review
for avoiding the draft. And
disability
Don
Rep.
Edwards
physical
(1).,
a
,of
if the claimed disability
Cal.), said better than half
fails to turn up at the in-_ 1 claim.
the 10 cases he handles
subsecenter examinsduction
offices
Capitol
monthly are eventually deSion, congressional appeal
quently have been flooded
ferred and Sen. Robert P.
Charles
is about the only reCourse.
Sea.
requests.
with
Griffin (R., Mich.), said 22
••
H. Percy (R., Ill.) reported
Sea. Wiliam Saab., (R.,
of the 29 cases he submita fel per .teat increase In
Oleek'
- -who has a son in
ted for review recently
mail oe the **et. Percy
"It's
a
.1hetisam,.. said
were exempted.
1511
be
forwards
estimated
practice I don't like and I
don't thiak any congressman likes it." No Congressmaa should have to involve
himself I. questionable appeals. We have no way of
determhing whether the
rag has a good case for
deferment at whether he is
just statb
Advertisers on TV,
By LOUIS CASSELS
It puts a Congressman
UPI Senior Editor
hi a position where he may
radio honored
WASHINGTON (UPI) -The
be aiding and abetting a
LOS ANGELES (UPI):
fraud"
piles up in
which
trash
Toe Alka Seltzer commerAmerican cities at a rate of 200
A SAMPLE taken by
cial featuring the phrase'
United Press International
million tons a year can become
indicates a substantial per"Mama mia, that's a-some
an economic asset instead of a
el draft .registrants
spicy meatball" took top
costly liability.
who go through their Conhonors last night at the
This fact, long ago discovered
gressmen-as high as three
11th annual International
by European cities, is at last
out of four-win medical
Broadcasting Award ceregaining widespread recognition
deferments after their origmonies.
in the United States.
inal physical examinations
The "Magadini's meatAnd that's good news for
are reviewed. Those who do
AS LOW AS
balls commercial, originattaxpayers, for all concerned
not still win a delay of
ed by the New York adverabout the reckless speed with
several weeks in their intising firm of Doyle Dane
which we are depleting our
duction.
Bernbach Inc. and pronatural resources, and for those
There Is no evidence lawduced by Zieff Films of
makers are playing politics
New York, won the televiwho hate to see an everWith the system. Usually
sion sweepstakes award
growing portion of our land
and a trophy as the most
rag office interns row
covered with unsightly refuse
humorous TV advertisedimly forward the requests
dumps.
ment.
to the Army Serge.' GeeThe collection and disposal of
The
sponsored
awards,
, end, reemirlog that De
solid wastes is one of the more
by the Hollywood Radio
expensive chores performed by
and Television Society,
were presented- in--22 TV
the modern municipality7 Aland nine radio categories.
Blackvvali size 878-14 plus federal tax of Si 96 per tire
together American cities are
A series of three musical
spending upwards of $4 billion a
commercials titled "you've
year on this one function.
got a lot to live" for Pepsi
Many Types of Truk
#
Cola
Co.
took
the
radio
Now group see&
a
Included in our mountains of
sweepstakes award. The
shift in priorities . Batten Barton Durstine and
trash are many types of
adverstising
agenOsborne
materials - including glass
CAMBRIDGE,
MASS.
FEDERAL
cy of New York originated (from
bottles), aluminum
(UPI): Professors. students
SIZE
TRADE-IN PRICE EXCISE TAX
the advertisements which (from cans) and cellulose
• and union members-three
700.13
2 for $48
Si 95 per tire
were produced by musical
:groups with divergent incan be
sciences Inc., also of New (from paper)-that
C78-14
2 for $50
52.07 per tire
terests on many issuesreused.
and
reclaimed
York.
560-15
2 for $50
S1.74 per tire
:are forming a political albThis "recycling" of refuse, as
E78-14
2 for $52
52 21 per tire
:* Mice in opposition to the
sharply
technicians call it, can
C78-15
;war in Indochina and this
• Rugged,4-ply
—2 for $52
$202 per tire
reduce the cost of trash
Country's "military-oriented
F78-14
2 for $56
nylon cord
$2.38 per ore
handling and may even enable
:eccoorny"
G78-14
2 foi 862
$255 per tire
begin making a profit
cities
to
•
Wide,
"78"
Profile
v Harvard
Prof. George
H78.14
2 for $68
$2.74 per tire
on the operation.
Wald, a Nobel Prue-winE78-I5 r
relieve the
• 80% more mileage
2 for $54
will
$222 per tire
it
Moreover,
ning biochemist, proposed
F78-15
2 for 458
$2.42 per tire
drain on ow- mines and forests
the organization-the La• 20% better stopping
our profligate
G78-15
from
2 for $64
resulting
$2.64 per tire
bor
University
Alliance
on
wet
pavement
H78-15
- 2 for 870
(LUM-in a letter last aim$2.80 per tire
WASHINGTON (U P I): habit of using a material once
Cowles Communications and then throwing it away.
mer to Leonard Woodcock,
J78-15
2 for $76
!Alt ,ornpAtAoAs to our own (000'
$2.96 per tire
0,4.4
Inc. and four subsidiaries
president of the United
Glass bottles, for example,
whdewells s3 50 more pef tire
have
denied
Federal
Trade
ACM Workers, and the two
when pulverized, may be used
Commission (PTO allega- either as a raw material for
have worked since to enlist
tions
of
in
tactics
deceptive
Aupport in their respective
glass, or mixed
door-to-door sales of maga- making more
domain*.
with a,sphalt and used as a
zine subscriptions.
BUDGET TERMS PLUS WS-HONOR-qa lomPa
The firms asked the FTC paving material.
sift
Undoes
represented
at
be
can
cans
in
aluminum
The
to dismiss the complaint on
Vie famadlag satikbag here,
reused.
and
grounds the Justice Depart- melted down
fa addition to the UAW,
ment had pre-empted the
Paper Can Be Processed
were the Teamsters, Amalcase by taking action
constitutes
Paper
gamated Clothing Workers,
against-alleged fraud in sell- about 80 per cent of all urban
Z limited Elecrical Workers,
ing subscriptions by mail.
processed into
of
1: America. Federation
They also said the FTC trash-can be
a State, Camay and Minedhad forfeited its right to fertilizer or burned in special
r pal Workers, Distributive
pass judgment on Cowles incinerators as fuel for electric
• 1971 New Car Tire
by taking testimony on a power generating stations.
Waters of America and
AS LOW AS
• Polyester Cord-Fiberglass Belt
which
under
proposed
rule
NetherAmalgamated
Ihe
Meat
Many cities in the
construction
gives
a
have
100%
more
would
consumer
and
Butcher WorkCotters
lands are now making agriculthree days to cancel any
mileage
fertilizer from converted
door-to-door sales contract. tural
Better handling
power
•
Refuse-burning
wastes.
i
tem
*academic
people inductThe FTC alleged that
• Wide "78" Profile for greater
door-to-door salesmen for plants are in operation in France,
_
w professors and students
with us
-stabilitY
Cowles and the other firms Germany,Sweden and Denmark.
sues C78x14 Blk. plus Fed. tax of 2.15
more than a dozer,
duped customers Into beIii the United States, Chicago
0
versities across the
:
01*"
"
4 .. baeld" "41 464.1
F7fs14 Mk. plus Fed. tax of 2.37
lieving they were getting anti Atlanta recently have in1 4ountry.
1.'4:chg. price
free or reduced price sub- stalled large scale plants for
vammouniammmummah.
scriptions Some customers
Prwed es shown to I F Goodrich 510fes competotwely
pneed at S F GoOdoCh
signed subscription con- seperation and recycling of trash.'
filler cities are preparing td
tracte with the salesman
suit
slips
follow
represented as route
THE
or preference lists, the FTC
leo encourage the trend,
LIFIESAVER•
said.
Congress last year enacted the
RADIAL TIRE
Customers delinquent in
PEON.'
payments were dunned by "Resource Recovery Act of
Coldwmau
terrray,
RoaKdenatt2kyPoints
telephone calla at "unrea- 1270" which authorizes 9480
FTC
the
hours."
sonable
million in federal grants to help
said. and warned their cities devise less wasteful
credit rating would be hurt means of handling waste.
unless they paid quickly.

Draft induction appeals on basis
of health irk some congressmen

Dear

kkgr-fuOt-efen

Hopkinsville

Red Carpet
Cleaning
Maintenance Co.

Does
which
revenu
justify
which
instanc
child
driver,
than a

We Specialize in Your Needs

COM PLETE
JANITORIALSERVICE
Phone 753-9161

Anoth
alcohol

latEGoodtriati

`Mama.mia,'
it's a-best

Trash Can
Become
An Asset

OUR BEST4-PLY
N CORD TIRE
WIDE.STRONG

,00

Alliance
for peace 1

SILVERTOWN
CUSTOM 4-

Magazine
sales fraud
denied

i

,I

/77,4

I

IV 11\1 J.1 (

- which

i

M

3 WAYS TO PAY —

SILVERTOWN
BELTED

We have o complete line
of

FARM TIRES

and specialize in

00 FARM SERVICE
18
Check
before you buy!

Dealed,
FAA

Master Tire Service, inc.
Phone 753-3164

B.FGoodrich

•

•
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.our youni: people, and others who
are prone to drink, through ad144111;24 it
vertising. Many of the business
places in Murray display their
year nuiw
• - z.
windows to create appeal on
• the
I am aware that it is possible to
aart of the potential buyer.
purchase whiskey and other
Would not the liquor store do the
alcoholic drinks in Murray, and
iaa.f.1
ix. dues. the liquor_
-----ttrat—trw0tIRtmi- Justry spend millions
yearly to
possible
to eliminate
it advertise?
altogether. However, it is a
.
-matter of fact that when
Another point that must be
beverage alcohol is legalized that considered
is the responsibility
more of it is consumed. As a Or the
increase in the many'
result of greater consumtipon problems
brought on
by
there is an increase in automobile legalization.
When one votes to
accidents, law enforcement bring the bar
and the package
problems and crime in general. store
into Murray he is providing
There is also a breakdown in an easy
access, along with
moral principles.
Lromfortable place to drink, with
If one doubts these conclusion the protection of the law. When
he should check the record in
under these circumstances one
area where alcohol has been drinks a few drinks,or many, and
his ability to operate an
legalized,
bothe
before
legalization and after. In fact, automobile is impaired, and as a '
Murray at one time had legal result some innocent child or
beer. If it was not an asset to the even a whole family is wiped out
community then why should one by this drinking driver, is not the
think that legalized beer and person who voted to bring this
whiskey, with open bars, would condition about, in a sense guilty
of the tragedy.?
be an asset now?
Does the few thousand dollars
which would be taken in as
revenue from legalized alcohol
justify the increase in problems
which normally follow?
For
instance, if just one innocent
child IS killed by a drinking
driver, is that life worth no more
than a few thousand dollars?

ROT“,ateb
To Train At
Ft. Campbell

Let's not bloody our highways,
fill our hospitals, break up our
homes, vacate our class rooms by
encouraging more drinking. We
have enough as it is. Let us help
to avoid more problems by voting
\O" on April 20th.

on SBA's financial assistance
programs.
In order to determine credit
and eligibility requirements for
SBA loan programs, it is
The Small Business Ad- suggested that the businessman
:ministration's part-timrsoffice in bring with him a recent financial
Paducah, Kentucky, located on statement or balance sheet of the
the first floor of the City Hall, will business and a profit and loss
be open on Thursday, April 1, statement for the previous full
from 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. Phone year. This information pertains
number is 442-3110.
to established
businesses.
A SCORE representative will ,However, anyone interested in
be available to give counseling establishing a new business
is
and advice to businessmen or encouraged to consult with this
prospective businessmen representative as well as Ave
desiring his services. Also, he businessmen who are in need
.01
will provide general information financial advice or
assistanci.

Representative
To Be In Paducah

Come Wash With Us

HIGHLANDER CENTER
SELF-SERVICE
LAUNDRY

-x

Central `311uppi4 Center
Murray. Kentucky

-XX*******************

to

CHURCH DEACON AND ELDER—Michael Faw, 15, deacon of the First Presbyterian Church in San Anselmo,
Calif., and (right) Douglas Harnsberger, 16, an elder
of the same church, compare notes on church problems.
They are believed to be the youngest church officials
in the U.S. Both said congregation members sought them
out, and they plan to introduce youth's ideas.

lcicic)it

Now Open!

Company
51st
the
and
Engineering Batallion. They wit
also tour the Ft. Campbell
museum.
The three-day session is
scheduled to end 1:30 Saturday
(April 3) afternoon.

rtf

Sincerely,
Euin Dick
Another aspect of legalized- 300 South 15th
alcohol is the encouragment to Murray, Ky.

r)K -40F)51(1()
1 KicAc)K)K()
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training on the "quick reaction
for West Kentucky reserve units
course.
for the past two years at Ft.
The cadets will also visit anc
Campbell.
observe demonstrations from tht
However, this will be the first 504th Quartermaster Company
time they have given such the Ft. Campbell Parachut
training to ROTC cadets. Units of School, the 29th Transpor
the 100 Division in East Kentucky
have conducted training for
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky.,—
cadets from the University of
Approximately 50 members of
the Hopkinsville battalion of the Kentucky and Ohio University
The Reservists, who are
100th Division, US Army
Reserve, will conduct a three-day conducting the training on a
training exercise for ROTC voluntary basis, will also be
cadets from Murray State responsible for housing and
feeding the cadets with support
University April 1-3.
The training, which will help from the training compaines at
prepare the cadets for their Ft. Campbell.
The student cadets will go
annual summer camp, will take
through the compass course
place at Ft. Campbell.
The exercise will consist of Thursday afternoon and night.
training and practical exercises The course will be under the
with the M-14 rifle and the supervision of the men of Comcompass. In addition, the 120 pany D, commanded by Captain
Murray State cadets will have a William C. Adams, and Company
chance to tour the Army post and B, commanded by Captain Henry
observe the regular Army units. P. Pendleton.
Friday morning the cadets will
All the Murray cadets will go
through the day and night zero their weapons, and . that
L'ompass courses, but only the afternoon the record fire session
juniors and seniors will fire the will be conducted by Company A,
commanded by Captain Lindsay
M-14 for record.
The Hopkinsville battalion with M. Freeman, and Company E,
four compaines that meet at the commanded by Captain Ronald
Hopkinsville reserve center and R. Baldwin.
On Saturday morning, the
one company based in Princeton
ROTC
personnel will receive
have conducted similar training

CENTRAL SHOPPING
CENTER
Highway 641 N. - Murray
OPEN -9 AM-10 ,PM
MON.-SAT.

8-track
ete

STEREO

ta es
• all the top artists in every field of music!
• several hits by different great artists in each volume!
• listed below are a few of the many hits ...
GOSPEL
VOLUME

VOLUME 21

2

Program 1
There's Nothing My God Can't Do The Singing Rambos
m Longing To Go
The Singing Rambos
When My Race On Earth Is Run The Singing Rambos
Open Up Them Pearly Gates
The Chuckwagon Gang
Program 2
I Made It Right That Night
When I Get To Heaven
Thank God For Calvary
I Walk In The Jerusalem Way

How we got the $7295.
Vega
Base Car (2-Door Coupe)
Comparable Engine
Horsepower
White Sidewall Tires
Wheel Ornamentation
TOTAL
Difference

Program 3
Mansion Over The Hiltop
I Have Hope
This World Has Turned
Me Down
Follow The Sun

$2313.00•

$2197.00•
$ 42.35
(125 hp std.)(110 hp opt.)
$ 26.85
$ 26.20
$ 25.15 - $ 26.50
(Covers)
rim Rings)
$2365.00*
$ 72.95*

••
Chrysler
Corporation

Program 4
For God So Loved
Over New Honzons
Talk About The
Good Times
Will You Mat Me
NH Yonder

The Singing Rarnbos
The Chuckwagon Gang
The Chuckwagon Gang
The Chuclivragon Gang
The Speer Family
The Speer Family
The Sego Bros & Naomi
The Oak Ridge Boys
The Sego Bros & Naomi
The Oak Ridge Bat

Wendy Bagwell & The &Alders

Dueler &Mee COUP.

When you

compare
our Ouster
to their Vega,
and see how
much more
Duster gives,
you'll know
you've come to
the right place
Because Duster not
only has more room.
more trunk, bigger tires
and brakes and more
power than Vega, it's
still just as easy on gas as
it is on your budget. The big
difference between Duster
and Vega? Find out at the right
place ... it's not the price.
4101001.11.1110 OlIALSMI

Check us for
Our price, you'll see...

YOU'VE COME TO
CAA

-7

Murray. Kentucky

r,-15 4-diait•

Program 2
Mamas Pearl
Must Be love Corning Down
One Bad Apple
'Get Up Get Into It Get Involved Part I
Program
Cherish What
What s Going
We II Have It
Shoes

3
Is Dear To You
On
Made

Program 4
lust Seven Numbers
I Need You
Freedom
There it Goes Again

The Jackson 5
Napa lance
The (Arm:Inds
lames Brown
Freda Payne
Marvin Gaye
The Spinners
Brook Benton

The four Togs
The Friends of Distinction
The Isley Brothers
Barbara and The Uniques

COUNTRY %VFW-RN

Program 1
My Sweet lord
Stealer
Our. Man Band
You Can Get It II You Really Want
Program 2
knock Three Times
Black Marc Woman
Immigrant Song
Can't Stop Loving You
Program 3
Does Anybody know What Time It Is
We Gotta Get You A Woman
When The Party s Over
Ruby Tuesday
Program 4
Games
Carolina On My Mind
Right On

CO

George Harrison
Free
Three Dog Night
Desmond Dekker
Dawn
Santana
Led Zeppelin
Torn Jones
Chicago
Runt
Robert John
Melanie
Red lye
Crystal Mansion
The RaIG111
Von 1100f,1‘011

Three Dog Night Program

1

One Man Band
One
Try A Little Tenderness
Titre* Dog Night Program 2
Ills Coming
Mama Told Me Not To Come
lie Got Enough Heartache
Throe Dog Night Program

3

Easy TO Be Hard
Out In The Country
Heavy Church
Three Dog Night Program4
It hint
sy
Creepin'
Suatit

VIPER 11111
VOLUME 27
Program 1

VOLUME 20

VOLUME 25

Record sales mean
record resale value.

TAYLOR MQT011$, INC.
103
3'3 n. 4th Street

SI,PER HITS

,
R
colLF
.m.
CHRY

People are going for Ouster in record
numbers. Sales are up 58% for brit
quarter-71 model year. And if yotl
think we're loading the dice, last yew
they were 181% ahead of comparable
sales the year before Which lsa big
reason why Plymouth's small cars are
leaders in their held in resole value.

VOLUME 103

Program 1
[dot Let The Gnu' Grass Fool You
Wilson Pickett
Just My Imagtnatioh
(Running Away With Mel
The Temptations
Triangle of Love (Hey Diddle Diddle) The Presidents
(oily Got Your Girl And Gone
Johnny layer

Wendy ttagweit & The Sunl tters

•
Based on s comparison of manufacturers' suggested retail prices for
1e71 Duster end Vega 2-door coupes with eaulomenl listed N.C.,
include Frader•I Excise Tao and exclude state and local times
destination charges, optional ifoulanent other than Malt Itsted
above, equipment required In state law and COI Ouster
new-vehlcle preparation charges

SOUL

Program 1
The Sheriff of Boone County
The Promised [and
Come Sundown
listen Betty I'm Singing Y0411 Song
Program 2
kaolin In My Heart
Fancy Sahn Pillows
Bed tot Roses
The Last One to Touch Me

Benny Pnce
Freddy Weller
Bobby Bare
Dave Dudley

Hank Williams, Jr
Wanda Jackson
The Stahel Brothers
Porter Wagoner

Program 3
Padre
One Honored Children
Sweet Misery
Where Is My Castle
Program 4
A Woman Always Knows
She Wakes Me With A kiss
Every Morning
Heavenly
Help Me Make 11 Dime% The Night

Cried Like A Baby
Temptation Eyes
Apeman
Theme From Love
Story

Bobby Saimaa
The Grass Roots
The Kinks
Henry Mancim Orchestra, Chorus

Program 2
Me And Bobby McGee
If you Could Read My Mind
keep The Customer Satisfied
Amos Moses

lams toplis
Gordon Lightfoot
Gary Puckett
Jerry Need

Program 3
Marty Robbins
Torn T Hall
Fortin Husky
Connie Smith
David Houston
Nat Stuckey
Wynn Stewart
Salami Smith

Haw You hear Seen The Rain
Ant It A Sad Thing
Blue Money
Amazing Grace

Creedenra Clearwater
Revival
R Dean Taylor
Van Mornson
ludy Collins

Program 4
D 0 A
Hang On To Your Lute
She's A lady •
Foe All We Raw

Bloodroci
The Gusts Yew
Tom Woot
Csrpentars

01
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get the job done
;

FOR SALE
ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE
r_STA pi FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL
RFAL
NOTICE
AUTOS FOR SALE
Aurae 'OR SALE
THREE BEDROOM brick house,
In accordance with Kentucky
LISTINGS
two baths. Possession April 1.
JUST A FEW OF OUR MANY
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
M29(
Phone 753-2987.
given
2.200: Notice is hereby
Murray's nicest three bedroom homes. Has
ON NORTH 20th STREET, we have one of
heat
that a report of Final settlement
STORY house with two car
TWO
room combination, two baths, central
-dining
family room with fire-place,living room
leaving
of accounts was on 22 day of
Owner
lawn.
ed
across from new high
landscap
garage,
y
beautifull
and air. Double carport in back, walled patio,
March filed by James Dale
Cobra Fastback. Red, blz.ck interior,
school on Johnson Blvd. Four
local &
by appointment only.
shown
house
This
of the estate of
town.
Executor
Clopton
room,
2 baths, living
/
bedrooms,21
Local car.
4-speed.
W. D. Clopton, Deed and that the
dining room, kitchen with builtIn the walkout basement there is a large
the
by
IN SHERWOOD FOREST is another fine home.
same has been approved
large den with fire-place.
iris.
complete bath, furnace room and double
,
bedroom,
one
study,
family room with fire-place,
Calloway County Court and orM30(
753-3058.
T HOMES INC_
Phone
TRANSI
large kitchen with all built-ins, dining
baths,
two
,
garage. On Main floor is three bedrooms
dered filed to he over for excentral heat and air.
room,entrance hall and living room.Has
Insured -Bonded -Safe
ceptions. Any person desiring to
300 ACRES, cattle and grain
_
file any exception thereto will do
eek, three ponds, 4 springs, 2
Large living room.
vinesr.
_
Reliable
iirick
Ky.
bedroiiii
Murray,
three
nice
Chestnut Street
AT 1702 CALLOWAY IS this real
-so On or before April 26 1971 or be
shady lawn
weIls and public water line. Good
Has
home.
price
this
---"Why Chance
41,
. garage,bath and utility room.This is above average in
forever barred.
h4ese --atid fair barna. Ap4
loan.
able
transferr
large
Has
district.
School
of
and is in Robertson
Witness my hand this 24 day
pi °sill lately 1400 feet frontage on
SNOWS-MIMS SAVED
-Call Transit"
West 94 Highway.
CITY, Nev. UPI I- March, 1971
CARSON
little two bedroom frame. Electric heat, airHarris
ONE MILE SOUTH ON 121 Highway is this
Now You Know
corn
Marvin
By
tillable,
112
ACRES,
143
Thurse
committe
e
Located on real large lot.
A legislativ
cor,ditioner, bath,kitchen,living room and garage.
County Court Clerk,
By United Press International day killed a bill which would
cotton and tobacco base. Two
Inaccessible Island, in the
ei ll and two
Calloway County, Ky.
barns, two ponds, tmt
New Concord, Ky.
have outlawed throwing snowself-service laundry, the other a grocery
WE HAVE TWO GOOD Business buildings; one a
Judith Ainley, D. C.
On state
South Atlantic, is uninhabited. balls at cars.
springs. No dwell"
limits on Concord Highway. This could
city
from
mile
2
1
/
just
land,
of
acres
4
on
Phone 502-436-2191
store sitting
lore Road, 14 mile to blacktop.
washers and 4 dryers and pays off real
16
has
laundry
The
be a real buy for the right person.
6.3 ACRES, 60 tillable, creek
well.
foi ills one boundary. Four room
•
LOST & FOUND
home and bath, barn and other
Kirkwood Drive. Large carpeted living
NICE THREE BEDROOM brick veneer at 1312
miles to village
LOST: WHITE Rabbit, child's buildings. Three
lot.
nice
and
room,kitchen and dining area, carport
pet, in vicinity of - 12th and 12_ to Murray.
phone 753Agency,
Farm
United
Drive. Two baths, all built-ins, two car
Sycamore. Phone 753-1993, M26C
FOUR BEDROOM BRICK Veneer on Hickory
M27C
1067.
and University, in an area of fine
School
n
Robertso
Near
carport, beautiful shady lot.
LOST: A BLACK and tan dog.
homes.
ABSOLUTELY MUST sell three
dren dropped from 18.8 per 1000 in
Part Dachshund and part Beagle.
WASHINGTON (UPI): America's inacres.
34
on
brick
bedroom
baths, carpet, central heat and air.
1969 to'18.0 last year, while the death
fant death rate, long a cause of debate
Long body and short legs, anBEAUTIFUL SPLIT-LEVEL with four bedrooms, two
00 asking price. Any
$15,000.
rate or nonwhite children increased
School district. Big den with firen
Robertso
over health care for the poor, dropped
in
swers to the name of Snoopy. Lost
On College Terrace, near University and
rewaniable offer will be accepted.
to a record low in 1970, the Health, Ed- from 32.3 to 32.5.
of
Bonner's
vicinity
in
the
room.
utility
Large
place.
M31(
This is a reversal of a long-term
Plsiiie 436-2458.
ucation and Welfare Department said
Grocery. Finder call 436-2161 or
trend but it is hard to tell what it means
today.
one acre, two miles from town on Van
receive
contact Guy Lovins and
NICE TWO BEDROOM and bath frame house on
on a one-year basis," said Robert J. ArmThe death rate for infants under
BEDROOM HOUSE, large
3
M26P
the
for
chief
$7,500.00.
reward.
statistics
at
$20.00
mortality
bargain
strotft,
A
naa
Road.
from
Cleve
one year of age, estimated
kitchen with built-ins (garbage
tional sampling of death Certificates. center.
•
I%.•
year old male disposal, dishwasher, range and
THREE
LOST:
onal
internati
States'
United
The
three bedroom brick veneer on large lot.
births
live
1000
each
for
was 19.8 deaths
ONE MILE EAST OF MURRAY on 94. Real nice
bath,
in
14th
and
,
black
room,
mortality
Shepherd
on
infant
living
German
ranking
I
,
1000
ventilator
per
20.7
with
from town. Has carpet, electric heat,
compared
In 1970,
Here is a real buy for someone wanting a little ways
1969-is not expected to change as a
silver, answers to name of electric heat, completely carIn 1969.
extras.
other
many
and
house
garage, wash
result of the lower 1970 death rate.
From 1915 to 1919 the rate was 95.7
Stoney. Reward offered. Phone peted, with central air. Entire
per 1000, . In 1950 it was 29.2, and in
M29 back yard fenced in, well land753-7140 after 4:00 p.m.
"Although the United States has ,i.,....
acres of land. Located on Highway 641
NICE FRAME HOUSE, garage, smoke house, 16
..74 1960 it was 26.0.
made marked progress in lowering the :z
scaped,outside storage,fenced in
of our better buys. If you are looking
one
is
this
think
We
Murray.
from
Smiles
North about
Infant mortality rate, the U. S. rate still
swimming pool, double
40
x
20
However, the new figures also
..
it.
be
for a little land, this could
compares unfavorably with rates re- 0
ved that the "color gap" between
blacktop drive to carport. For
ported from some other countries," the •::::
.....
M26C
.1 death rates for whites and rates
753-2669.
call
ent
appointm
in Bakusburg. Has six rooms, hot
...,:.
center said.
WE HAVE A PRETTY GOOD frame house on 2 acres
?:::.... _ssi all other faces widened slightly for
house you are looking for.
the
.;•:.
be
could
This
$5,000.00.
only
at
priced
cold water and
2.4iiii the first time since 1160, said IfEW's
brick
Sweden had the lowest rate in a
THREE BEDROOM
.
Health
Statistics
for
Center
:•••
National
fol12.9,
center,
by
the
•.-x
1969 ranking
veneer at 1609 Loch Lomond. One
on 4 acres of land. Has electric heat,
.:::: The gap had been narrowing through
THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER with basement
lowed in order by The Netherlands, Norblock from Robertson School.
•.:;" the last decade.
in walking d,lstance of lake. This
Road
Springs
Poplar
on
Located
death
ces.
infant
all
with
convenien
way and Finland.
all modern
:k.
2 baths, double
/
room, 11
Family
t.
x
...........
0
::.
....w..t.
„
100
..
.
er
priced.
f
,...
1
below
ly
is a nice home moderate
The infant death rate for white chil- rates
...K
carport, concrete drive, cyclone
fence, central heat and air. Less
2 miles from Murray. Has good fence and is
/
GOOD FRAME HOUSE ON 16 acres of land, 21
erdeg
than two years old. For more
,nnswar to
X
sale.
quick
for
priced
M26P
details call 753-5921.
CU= LOU UMW
4 Roil of cloth
000 00013
OMB
country and many
WE HAVE SEVERAL LAKE front lots; lake view lots, 2 and 3 acre lots in
5 Poem
NOTICE
=MUM 000000
1 Footfilve part
6 Paid notice
spring, let us show you some nice building
this
build
to
planning
are
you
If
city.
the
in
3
lots
00DE
4 Piece of
•
0
U000
7 Forgive
,
lumbar
001211 OMM0
locations.
ft Fall 111 drops
1111111
9 Rodent
Reddish
9
M00 00000 DUM
• .12 Macaw
yellow
MO
MOC
heat and air, family
13 More unusual 10 Peer Gynt's
111011ItS
THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER on South 9th Street. Has central
ORM
000
14 .Employ
mother
on nice lot. Only $21,000.00.
carport,
baths,
2
,
14
Poison
kitchen,
in
built-ins
Art
room,
living
room,
M000
Oar
15
00M0
11 Spread for
17 Oft the
00300
drying
001100
target
bedrooms, living room, den,
deer
Female
16
00 W3MOMM
0000
BEAUTIFUL DUPLEX IN LYNN GROVE. One side has three
19 Speck
13 Clans
1110
0E00 @MO 0000
side has two bedrooms, living room, kitchen and
20 Polishes
Other
room.
utility
and
Emerge
kitchen
nice
bath,
20
0000 M1I0 0000
21 Wan
victorious
1.
bath. Has double garage and one acre lot.
Strike
Peeled
Pt
'WACHSS
, 24 Animal's A 21
22 Sem-precious
coat
43 Profound
Carry Germs
17th Street. It has three
32 Organ of
stone
YOU MUST LOOK AT THE inside of this lovely home at 806 South
27 Mature
44 Afternoon party
hearing
23 Hasten
utility room, lots of closets, nice carpet and
room,
23 Metal
living
room,
n
Excuses
family
large
,
35
Mohammeda
bedrooms
45
25 Citrus fruit
fastener
36 Armed conflict
name
large outside storage.
21 Complete
26 Handle
37 Trade
46 African antelope
.t 30 Sun god
21I Edible seed
lr as(IOW'
39
Devoid
47
31 Bishopric
a Shores best
40 Study
29 Vase
WOULD YOU LIKE TO have a beautiful year around home on one of Panoram
611 Before
• 32 Brtter vetch
in
31 Part of fishing 42 Feuer
conveniences. Plenty of trees,
modern
most
C,oniunction
with
it 33 Pronoun
home
51
story
two
a
is
number
This
lots?
t
waterfron
lone
14 Babylonian
boat dock. Just move in and start to enjoy living.
hero
36 Pale
37 Neckpiece
This house has
IN ONE OF MURRAY'S BEST locations we have a lovely split level home.
3$ Erase
24 hours
two baths,
room,
utility
and
ironing
fOrrolot)
large
Termites
extra
room,
!
living
be
deceived
not
den,
Do
large
,
three bedrooms
39 Sailor
Summer
and
central heat and air, garage and large lot.
(cohort.)
Winter
...
round
year
the
day
a
40 Jargon
ANTI - SOVIET Rabbi Meir
41 Sider
lot. It
Kahane, national director
YOU COULDN'T BUILD THIS split level house for the price it is listed at on your own
43 Click
fireden,
,
of the Jewish Defense
bedrooms
three
Has
beetle
streets.
paved
water,
City
Acres.
Green
is located in Meadow
44 Articles of
League, seems unperturbed
room, baseboard heat,garage and sitting on two lots.
living
place,
furniture
as he leaves Criminal Court
46 Kindly
and
30
49 Man's name
Building in New York folAT 818 NORTH 19th STREET we have a lovely three bedroom brick veneer on nice lot. Has
SO Rock
He
hearing.
bail
lowing a
52 Organ of
large family room, living room redecorated. You have to see the inside to really apextra
on
6
hearing
failed to appear Jan.
this nice medium priced home.
preciate
53 TMee•toed
riot charges stemming from
Murray, Ky.
...13th Street
sloths
54 Concentrated
a disturbance at the Soviet
hone .7.314 Day Ntte
IN EAST Y MANOR on lovely wooded lot we have a new three bedroom brick veneer. Has
solution of
Mission to the United Nasugar and fruit
2 baths, double garage, carpet and large
/
central heat and air, large den, nice living room, 11
Years
Jewi
20
Over
n
d
America
tions.
e
Home *Owned and Operate
patio.
and
room
55 Grain
utility
league's
the
leaders oppose
v Licensed by State of Kentucky
DOWN
militant anti-Sovie3.4ctions
1 Soft food
v Member Chamber of Commerce
IN GROVE HEIGHTS, JUST five miles from Murray, we have this three bedroom brick
as causing suJfring for
2 Period of
tore
i
veneer. Central heat and air,City water, kitchen and den combination, living room, double
Jews
26
Oi tr. by United Feature Syndicate. Inc
3 Station horse
garage,two baths. On nice hirge lot, and moderately priced.
SERVICES OFFERED

END SPECIAL
* WEEK
9 FORD TORINO

196

1

1875"
"4--- CARROLL-VOLKSWAGEN
1

I.
1
1

----110BILE HOME
TRANSPORTERS
mationwide

1
1
4

TRANSIT HOMES, Inc.

Infant deaths

U.S. rate dropped to record low last year

Crossword Puzzle
Amoss

no

•1

noon°

Protect Your Hvgre!

11111M1111111111111MillIII
111111111111M11111111111111
1111111MMA
11111MEMI
11M11
11111
11111
1111111
ll1111
11111111ffillINIMi
01111111111111S11111111M11111

usr

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control
or

BillE111111igill111111111011
1111111gall111111111141=11

•

.•
1509 SYCAMORE HAS hARGE wooded lot. Three bedrooms, central heat and air., two fireplaces, small family rem,living room, kitchen and dining area, carport and utility room
and has been reduced for quick sale.

The Colonials
73.1,AT'
,Airr,z.g
TEE VOu'CEE
PLANT 0.1:. •
A

BUT 9::::ME
IT'LL
F/F-TY
FEET -TALL,
csast•si'L .
DAY

ONE OF MURRAY'S MOST Modern and attractive homes on a quiet street. Has central
heat and air, large bedrooms, two baths, carpet, fire-place, double carport with double
outside storage rooms. This place is so nice it is hard to explain, but if you are lookingtora
beautiful home,give us a call and take a look.
WE NEED LISTINGS OF EXTRA nice three and four bedroom homes.

Guy Spann Realty
Member of Multiple Listings

L'il
-TIED ME UP, AN'
STASHED ME IN A -GASP.FFERTY-LIZER 5ACK - HATE TO SE IN
WNW.SHOES,rEENorr

"44a.
.* .

SHE'S A TIGER TO ANYONC.
'WHAT CAUSES ME TI-I'
cErr
EST
N
EIG_HZN
EL
v5
o
IN c
Ctt
-0U

901 Sycamore St.
iin• word for
GALLANT
Ohio's Gov. Jelin 4. Gilligan as he presents State
Treasurer Mrs. Gertrude
W. Donahey with 1971 auto
license No. I. Two, good
reasons: She is the first
woman ever elected to
statewide office in Ohio
and this is 50th anniversary of women's suffrage.

GMCL
C

•

N1TE PHONES:
Louise Baker - 753-2409
Onyx Ray - 753-8919

Phone 753-7724
Guy Spann - 753-2587
Prentice Dunn - 753-5725
Jack Persall - 753-8961

,X117,0101114,1007)IFANTADS

LINNVI
recei
women'
shoes.
All the
name br
arriving
prices.
p.m., at
from 1:
USED
$175.00.
Dixielan
7575.
CUB
disc an
job. Pho
5:00 p.m
45 JO
years ol
acres.
AKC
Poodles,
Phone 7
M27C
SOLID
ph on og r
plexigla
state F
$25.00. 7•
THIRTE
with cal
492-8218.
ONE
*fie&
11-437
p.m
MOB!
bedroo
Phone
40 WE
bushel f
before 6:
6:00p.m
15 FT.
Aricel
eve ryth
cellent
or 753-1
BOY'S
12.
3830.
1970-35
helmets
Will tra
Phone 7
1956 F
equipm
MUST
(moving
conditio
summer.
Five pi
only four
tape pl
Phone
M3OP
PERSO
Baskets,
too. Call
5829.
" BOY'S
Sizes 3-4
Phone
BLACK
Phone 4
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417677177-PAVATA IPANTADS
FOR SALE
1 SALE

s. Has
al heat
eaving

i large
double
dining

LINNVILLE SHOE Store just
received a large smprnent of
women's and children's spring
shoes. Also have bags to match.
All the latest colors. All famous
name brands. Latest spring boots
arriving daily. All low discount
prices. Open from 9:00 a.m. -6:30
p.m., six days a week, Sundays
from 1:00 - 5:00 p.m.
M31

at, air

trocery
s could
off real

living

wo car
of fine

and air.
ith fire.

on Van

irge lot.
ic heat,

way 641
looking

, hot and

de hot,
Ike. This

eo and is

nd many
building

r,family

om,den,
rhen and

las three
met and

)res best
of trees,

ouse boa
ro baths,

;gm lot. It
ien, fire-

lot. Has
eally ap-

eer. Has
Ind large

tm brick
1, double

two fireity room

central
h double
ingtor a

5

125

SALE

•

SAVE $40-$110*
ON SIGNATURE
APPLIANCES

SAVE $40445 on all frostless
Refrigerator with big 153-1b.
Freezer. Separate cold controls for each section.
SAVE $40-$45 on Warming
Shelf Range with continuous
USED COLOR console TV,
dean oven that cleans while
$175.00. Leach's Music & TV.
you cook. Gas or elec. Reg.
Dixieland Center. Phone 753299.95, white-304.95, colors.
7575.
M27C NOW YOUR CHOICE 259.88

nite-colors.

I00111

en

- Toff

CUB TRACTOR; mower, plow, IkINCLUDES $20 BONUS
disc and cultivator. New paint SAVINGS for Catalog Store,
job. Phone Clinton 653-6201, after Agency Customers:
5:00p.m.
M3OP
BUY BOTH FOR
ONLY 499.76
45 JOHN DEERE combine,
Transportation extra
years old. Combined about 400
acres. Phone 435-5311.
M26P
MONTGOMERY WARD
Catalog Agency
AKC
510 Main 753-1966
REGISTERED
Toy
Poodles, white, eight weeks old.
Phone 753-8552 after 5:00 p.m.
•
CLOTHES: SIZES 3-5 petij,e.
M27C
Dresses, skirts and pants,-All in
good condition. Phone 753SOLID
STATE
stereo 7827.
M26P
phonograph,
walnut
base
plexiglass cover, $75.00. Solid
state FM converter for car radio, FOUR FULL blooded German
$25.00. 753-4806.
M27C Shepherd puppies, $20.00 each.
Phone 474-2386.
M27C
THIRTEEN BEEF Cows,--‘r
with calves. Phone _43f1-4872 or
492-8218.
M27P
ONE ANTIQUE washstand in
perfect condition. Six feet tall.
Call 4374410from 6arm7lo 3
p.m.
M26C
MOBILE HOME, 10x55, three
bedrooms. Extra clean. 92795.00.
Phone Mayfield 247-1351. M26P
40 WEANING PIGS. Two 60
bushel feeders. Phone 753-7217
before 6:00 p.m. or 492-8371 after
6:00p.m.
M26C

FOR SALE

NOTICE

LARGE EFFICIENCY apartment, newly decorated, large
closets, electric heat, airconditioned, private entrance.
Ideal for couple. White House
Apartments, 1606 West Main.
M29C

NOTICE

AUCTION SALE

Irylrylrir•• 11,1rVir4

3111A
NGLE
_*CAFETERIA &
Hazel Highway

TWO STORY house, unfurnished,
220 South 12th Street. Three
bedrooms,
baths, gas heat,
garage, garden, etc. Phone 7534765.
M29P

RESTAURANT 4
Phone 753-4953

Restaurant Opens 5 a.m. to 11 p.m.4
Cafeteria Line Opens
II a.m. to 8 p.m.

ROOM FOR a man, available
immediately. Apartments for
summer. Zimmerman Apartments, South 16th Street. Phone
753-6609.
M29C

Good Tasting Food
Daily Features
Complete Catfish Dinners -

UNFURNISHED HOUSE in
North Hazel, 4 rooms, electric
heat,fully carpeted,large garden
space, air-conditioning, $75.00
per month. Available now. Phone
M29C
492-8271.

1

2.001

Available Anytime

CHICKEN
Friday Dixie Fried
Chicken
Saturday Meat Loaf

CREOSOTED POLES, for pole
barn construction, utility poles
and boat docks. Murray Lumber
Co., Maple Street, Murray,
Ky.
ITC

-

Sunday

r

TWO REGISTERED Polled
Hereford bulls. Lamplighter
blood line and over a year old.
Hewlett Cooper or call 75357 WD 45 Allis Chalmers, 3-16 See
3336 after 5:00.
M291
inch breaking plows, 10 foot
wheel disc. Phone 489-2434 after
3:30 p.r..
M27P
FIVE REGISTERED Jersey
EARLY AMERICAN hide-a-way cows. 10 grade Jersey. One PTO
bed, wing back, black vinyl grass seeder. Phone 435M29P
upholstery, excellent condition, 5285.
9100.00. Also Ethan Allen Early
American hard rock maple table ZENITH PORTABLE television
and four chairs, 9150.00. Chrome with stand, 6 months old. See at
breakfast set with four vinyl back Shady Oaks Trailer Park;
Trailer 53 after 5:00 p.m. M29P
chairs,$35.00. Phone 7531310.
M27C
1969 HONDA Scrambler, 350 cc,
9400.00. Also Mec 600 Junior
FULL SIZE bed with foam reloader,$60.00. Phone 436M27NC
mattress and box springs, $60.00. 5872.

- 59 4
654

Prime Roast Beef

Child's Plate

49 I

Hall Portions of Meat, Negutables, & Potato

j

We Fix Sunday Dinner

Only ONE Day A Week .
So We Give It All We've
Got!

4
AAAA,A••AAAA1
FOR RENT

FOR RENT

AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
March 27, 10:00 a.m. Household
furnishings of the late Mrs. W. A.
McCallum, will be held at the
home of Noble Hughes, at
Puryear, Tenn., on West Main.
Moody Auctioneering Ser-

70 CHEVROLET Malibu, two
door hardtop. Black vinyl interior. 7,000 miles, warrenty
book. Black vinyl top, power
brakes and steering. 1918
Firebird 400, American mar
with new tires. Phone 7532521.
M3if

privIsine

vice.M26C

AUCTION SALE: Saturday,
March 27, 1:00 p.m., rain or shine
at 900 Poplar Street.
Will sell: Nine piece dining
1968 EL CAMINO Pick-up
room suite, extra nice. Electric
truck. V8 automatic, power
stove, two beds with new matsteering and brakes and
tress and springs, 9:12 wool rug,
vinyl roof. Brand new tires
two lamp tables, two chests,
and air shocks behind.
lamps, end tables and coffee .
table. Office desk and chair, 1965 ELECTRA BUICK with
bedroom suite, electric heaters, factory air and all power.
floor buffer, fan, dressers. 1959 Local car.
Rambler with good tires, hand
tools, quilts, some antiques. Lots
1965 BUICK WILDCAT four
of other items too numerous to
door hardtop. Factory air,
mention. Terry Shoemaker
power steering and brakes.
Auctioneer.
M26C
Tinted glass. A local car.
AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
March 27, 2:30 min., rain or shine
at 307 South 6th Street, Murray,
Kentucky.
Will sell the late Mrs. Allie
Hodges household goods including; electrical appliances,
stove, refrigerator, air conditioner, sewing machine, TV,
radios, clock, heaters, pole
lamps, other lamps and irons.
Living and bedroom furniture,
extra chests, two half beds,
springs and mattresses, two
platform rockers, other chairs,
end tables: bookcase, whatnot,
nice luggage, two large trunks,
dinette set, shadow box, tw
large rugs, kitchen cabinet,
fifteen quilts, linens, pillows and
dozens of brie a brae from Japan
and China. Some milk glass,
clear designed glass, vases,three
smoothing irons, picture frames
with pictures, oil lamps, other
duo dads. Step ladders, dinner
bell, lawn furniture and tools
approximately 100 cans of
delicious fruits and vegetables
some nice dishes and cooking
utensils. Not a discarded or
junked item in this sale. Mrs.
Odell Vance administratrix.
Douglas Shoemaker licensed and
bonded auctioneer. Don't miss
this sale. Also be with us at the
late Mrs. Harrell household sale
April 3rd, Kirksey, Ky. A good
household sale and April 10th a
real good equipment sale at Mrs
McDaniel's farm,two miles West
of Almo Heights.

TWO ROOM furnished apart- TWO OR Three bedroom brick
ment, private carport for one car. house, furnished, one block from
One mile from College on Murray High. Nice neighColdwater Road. Phone 753be: hood.
Carpeted,
air4552.
conditioner,
M27C
also garage. No pets.
15 FT. ALUMINUM Arrowhead Brown Early American rocker GOOD USED couch and chair,
For appointment call 753*lee! camper.
Contain& wriOi
:
P
Alko'inattress and springs. phone NICE FURNISHED two bedroo 4903.
M26P
753-8031
.
'
IVIZ7
everything except bath. Ex7534042 after 2:00 p.fli.
M271 apartment, located 100 South 13t
cellent condition. Phone 753-8699
Street. May be seen at Kelly'
or 753-1787.
M26C IT'S INEXPENSIVE to clean AKC REGISTERED German Pest Control. Married couple FURNISHED -APARTMENT;
rugs and upholstery with Blue
electric heat, private entrance.
Shepherd puppies. Phone 436- only.
M27C Near college. Phone 753BOY'S SUITS, sizes; 8-9-10 and Lustre. Rent electric shampooer 5841.
M27P
6564.
TFNC
12. Good condition. Phone 753- El. Western Auto, "Home of The
FIVE ROOM house with carport,
M27C
3830.
M26C Wishing Well."
REGISTERED
TENNESSEE unfurnished. Phone 753EXTRA NICE one bedroom
Walking Mare in foal to racking 6200.
M26C
1970-350 HONDA with two 12X60 ALL ELECTRIC trailer, 65 horse, good pleasure horse,
furnished apartment, it block
helmets. Very good condition. model. Excellent condition. gentle for anyone. Phone 753-9050
from college campus, $90.130 per
M261 until 5:00 p.11'. or 753-1348. M27C FURNISHED HOUSE, 317 Irvan month. Phone 753-9135 or 753Will trade for good fishing boat. $3795.00. Phone 753-6763.
Street. Two bedrooms, gas heat. 4478.
Phone 753-4063.
M26P
M26C
TWO USED but like new tillers, Phone 75.3-1372, Ben Nix or 7538 Track
1956 FORD TRACTOR and
M26(
HELP WANTED
ore 22 inch power mower, one 2617, Hardiman Nix.
12X56 TWO bedroom mobile
CAR TAPES $4.95
equipment. Phone 489-2460. M26C
good 6 HP riding mower. See at
home.
Air-conditioned,
braided
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
MATURE WOMAN for perBilbrey's Car & Home Supply, 210 12x50 TWO BEDROOM trailer. rugs,
all electric, extra nice, good
Dixieland Shopping
MUST SELL immediately
East pain.
M27C Central heat and air, all electric, location. No pets. Available April manent position. Sales exCenter
on private lot. Phone Mrs. Ben
(moving) 18,000 BTU airresume
1st. For appointment call 753- perience desired. Send
conditioner, used only one
and salary expected to P.O. Box
HAVE YOUR own trouble free Nix, 753-3785 after 6:00 p.m. M26C 9903.
M26P
summer. Admiral refrigerator.
M27(
32N, Murray, Ky.
TV tower with U.H.F.+V.H.F.
Five piece living room suite, used 1968 MOBILE Home. Air: aid F.M. stereo. Jerry's TV and
only four months. 8 track stereo conditioned and house carpet Tower installation, Box 239,
tape player, plus speakers. throughout. In excellent shape Mayfield. Days, 247-7410 or
LADIES: TWO openings full or
and perfect for small family.
Phone 753-3509 after 6:00 p.m.
part time. Excellent earnings, no
nights, 247-8099.
M31C
Better than renting.Phone 753M3OP
experience necessary. For inNice, shady, quiet trailer park, witp all
6737 after 5:00 p.m.
M29
terview appointment phone 753PERSONALIZED EASTER
modern facilities. On Highway 94 East, one
1711 between hours of 6:00 and
PRICE MOBILE
Baskets, two sizes. Easter cakes TWO 1970 Honda trail 70, trail
M26C
9:00 p.1, .
from
block
Kentucky
Lake
bikes, one 4 speed, one
too. Call Sheila Travis, 753HOME CENTER
5829.
M26P automatic. Phone 753-3415 or
Noes from 12,995"
EARN MONEY at home. Full or
after 5:00 p.m.call 753-7426. M26C
part time. For details send self
BOY'S AND GIRL'S clothes.
Low as '195" Dews
Phone 474-2247
addressed envelop-stamped and
Sizes 3-4 and 5. Good condition. REFRIGERATOR, 12X15 wool
Hn N 641 S Phone 753-264e
25c to B. and A. Enterprises. Dept
Phone 753-6078.
M26C rug, drapes, coffee table and end
Murray.
Next to
A-IM. Post Office Box 278.
tables and lamps. 16,000 BTU airCARD OF THANKS
Holiday Inn
HELP WANTED
M29(
Mayfield, Ky. 42066.
BLACK LOCUST fence posts. conditioner Phone 753-8243. M26C
We wish to express our thanks
Ask abett our rental
Phone 436-2149.
M26C
appreciation to our friends,
purchase plan, np to 10 yr. and
neighbors and relatives for every MAN OR WOMAN needed to EXPERIENCED COOK; must
GARAGE
4
SALE-Going Overkindness shown us during the supply demand for Rawleigh be neat, efficient and have good
finance.
SPINET-CONSOLE PIANO
seas-lots of goodies at giveaway
lengthy illness .and death of our Products. Can earn 95.00 and up references. Good working conprices. Chest, Desk, Rugs, Wanted responsible party to
an hour. Write giving phone no.: ditions. Afternoon shift, full time
Bicycle, Toys, Records, Knick take over spinet piano. Easy 1-H FARMALL tractor and a loved one.
We thank Dr. Bell, the nurses Ray Harris, Rawleigh Co, work. No phone calls. Apply
Knacks, and assorted Junk. terms. Can be seen locally. Write bushhog. Can be seen at Outland
Colonial House Smorgasbord.
and
entire staff at Murray Freeport, Ill Phone 815-2329 Saturday, March 27th, 9-4, 812 N. Credit Manager, P. 0. Box 276, Seed and Popcorn Co.
M26,
4161.
ITC
A1C
Calloway
Hospital for their
tr.--20th,
M26P Shelbyville, Indiana 46176. ABP
REGISTERED POINTERS and patience and concern, for the
Setters from champion and many extra things they did to
National champion stock. Ages 8 make our stay as pleasant as
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
weeks and up. Phone 7,53-5169 or possible. To our pastor Bro. B. R.
492-8607 after 5:00 p.m.
M271 Winchester and Dr. Chiles for
"AgrOMAPNAVIM:jiMOMMI.Mi:
their words of comfort, the choir
Distributed Exclusively by
3 HERDS OF Chinchilla from and the ones who so beautifully
certified stock, $400.00. Also Toy sang, the pallbearers and Miller
Poodles, Chinese Pugs, Irish Funeral Home for their services,
Setters, birds. 12 aquariums, we are grateful. For the flowers,
'-•.....-I,- n.Io.'-.. •
I
r
l
-.VA.
complete with fish, (cheap). cards, visits, prayers, food and
Corner of
Phone 753-1862.
Apri122C every expression of love and
sympathy we are thankful,
MILLIONS OF rugs have been especially the blood doners who Nancy
6th & Main
cleaned with Blue Luster. It's actually gave of themselves.
Phime
America's finest Rent electric They are Gerald Ray, Jimmy'
HE ALWAYS
shampooer $1.00 Big K.
M27( Rogers, Cy Miller, Nancy Mc753.5862
SAYS IT'S
I THINK
Clure, Dorothy Eaker, Mike
WANTED TO BUY
SOMETHING
HE'S A
Barnet, Lowell Key, Joe Tom
SAF T BILT
SERIOUS
GY P
WANT TO BUY; logs and Foster, Pat Foster and Harold
SO HE CAN
standing timber. Also have for McReynolds. Again we say thank
CHARGE
sale lumber and sawdust. you.
MORE
Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co.
The Family of L. J. Hill
rir.0
Phone 753-4147.
NOTICE
FOR LEASE
Fl FCTROLUX SALES & Ser.
ONE ACRE 5700 dark fired vire. Box 213, Murray, Ky C M.
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Fartobacco base. Phone 753-3629
Aprill2(
M26C mington,Kentucky.

TRAILER SPACES FOR RENT

AUTOS FOR SALE

1965 PONTIAC LE MANS
two door hardtop, autothatic,
console in the floor with
FM&AM Radio. Brand new
tires. A local car. Perfect
mechanically.
1966 DATSUN Pickup truck
in good mechanical shape.
1964 CHEVROLET IMPALA
two door hardtop with factory air, power steering and
brakes, V8 automatic. A
local car.

1965 DODGE 440, four door, V,
factory air, power brakes
steering, new battery, brake',
carburetor and tires. Phone 751499 or 753-3000
MID(
1970 VOLKSWAGEN, car*
mobile, cash or equity and take
over payments. Phone 4926425.
M29C
SERVICES OFFERED
MARRIED WOMAN would like
to baby sit nights and week ends.
Phone 753-5655.
M26C

RAILROAD WELDING and
wrought iron shop. East Maple
Street, across from Murray
Lumber Co., owned by Dint
Hutson, operated by Sandi"!
Phone 753-1933.
APRIL7C
BE POPULAR!! Learn how to
play guitar, costs t.00 a week.
Leaches Music and T.V. Center.
Phone 753-7575.
M26C

1963 OLDS 98 with factory !Ur .WILL DO bahysitting or
and all power. In perfect housekeeping anytime. Phone
condition. Local car, white. 436-5615.
M26C
1963 OLDS 98 tour door
hardtop. Baby blue,
power steering and brakes,
no air. Local car.
1961 VALIANT. CHEAP.

FOR ALL your home alterations
repairs, remodeling, etc. new or
old. Free estimates. Call 753.
6123.
March 29NC

1963 OLDS 98 with factory air
and power. Red with white
top.
1959 CHEVROLET, ROUGH
CHEAP.

WILL DO baby sitting in my
home or yours, daytime only.
Also will do light housework.
Phone 492-819Q.
_AMC

Cain 8 Taylor
Corner of 6th and Main
Phone 753-5862.

.r.".0
WILL DO part time mouse- ping,
preferably connected with
automobiles. Home services. Will
pick up and deliver. References
offered. Phone Marsha Poole,
753-2744
M26C

FOR EXPERIENCED work in
Landscaping, mowing, planting,
pruning and in the making of
flower beds. Call 753-6051. M26NC

Made
thru
ClaSSelfied

FURNITURE - REFINISHING.
All work guaranteea. Free
pickup and delivery. Free
estimate. Antique or natural
finish. Jerry McCoy,7533045.
March 31C

NOTICE

NOTICE

Kenlake Trailer Park

4" PLASTIC WELLS WITH 5-YEAR GUARANTEE
All drilling done by an experienced,
licensed well driller.

HIGHEST DUALITY AT REASONABLE PRICES!

DIXIE WELL DRILLING
3 Miles - Hwy.

AND
RETAIL
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Woman's Club..

Quotes

FRIDAY—MARCH 26. 1971

alc BRAY, KENTUCKY

BOWLING
STANDINGS

(Continued from Page It
From The
completing
in
the president, on the formulation of
Club
meditative area on the lawn of the year's progrant; one by Ms.
MAGIC TRI
George Hart on the Planned CIP
Western Hospital.
Bowling League
be
to
entered
March of
Mrs. 0. C. Wells, substituting contest
By United Press International for Mrs.Albert Crider, chairman 1972, and one by Mrs. Robert TEAM
W L
PETOSKEY, Mich.—Joe Ba- of Home, described the variety of Johnson, a member of the finance
80 28
Ezells Beauty School
con' who taught Ernest He- her department's programs, committee, who reported a Johnsons Grocery
74 34
mingway how to lish-asici- who "Sntrets considered this year balance-In excess of ;1600 in the Kut 'n' Kurl
69% 381
/
2
will be 101 years old Wednes- were students in
higher cookbook fund. Mrs. J. I. Hosick Country Kitchen
64 44
day: "He (Hemingway) grew education, ethics and values of the legislative committee Jerrys Restaurant
63 45
up to be quite a bounder."
international culture, dramatic reported that due to the in- N.H.C.A.
581
/
2 49/
1
2
arts.
One project was the creasing prices it would be Owens Food Market
47 61
PRINCETON, N.J. — Dr. sponsoring of the adult fashion necessary to raise the club dues
Town &Country Dress
Robert F. Goheen, announcing sewing contest. The winner, Mrs. to $15.013 next year in order tc
43 65
Shop"
Sixth grade winners of the Science Fair in biology included
he will resign as president of Wells Purdom, Jr., won first 'maintain the house and ground:
41 67
Hazel Dry Cleaners
The Junior play cast at Murray High School Includes from left:
lank flora, nary Ann Littleton, Carol Teitioff, Greg Fox, Andrea
University in 1972:
Princeton
the
present
:at
standard.
also
in
the
place
district contest
Wanda McNabb, Wende Flood, Karen McGary, Dixie Hook and
Perry, Michael Skinner, Kelly Seale, Lindsey Hudspeth, Tom
has come and will represent the district at Mrs. Richardson announced
time
believe
the
"I
of
High Team Game (SC)
Kathy Koenen; back row, Wilford Bickel, Clair Eversmeyer,
Shupe, Terri McConnell and Rena Agelinas. They are students
for someone else to enjoy the state.
that the state KFWC convention Johnsons Grocery
782
Beatty, Deborah Pugh, Allan Spencer, Sonny Henley and
Steven
Mrs. Lochie Christopher, at Austin School.
rewards and fun of the job—
Mrs. Ted Bradshaw, sub- would be held April 18-21 in Ezells Beauty School
736 John McKee. This group, under the direction of Mrs. Jerry Sae
which really do far outweigh stituting for Mrs Harold Hurt, Louisville and that she would like
Ezells Beauty School
734 Owen, will present "Spring Fever" tonight tFnldayt at 7:30 in the
the headaches and anguish."
chairman of Kappa, reported to have at least eleven delegates
Murray High auditorium. Tickets will be on sale at the door.
that her department had attend. Any clup members inHigh
Team
Game
(HC)
CARSON CITY, Nev.—State programs on drug abuse,
art, terested is urged to contact the Johnsons Grocery
979
Sen. Floyd Lamb, chairman of patriotism, and international president immediately. She
965
Kut
'n'
Kurl
Beauty
Shop
a legislative committee that culture. A crafts auction of also announced that the district
Town & Country Dress Shop 959
killed a bill to provide $25 a day
officers will be hostesses for a
theme
the extra pay for National Guards- members' handmade articles
and
"A Time to Talk" is the
Administrators
Federal State Market News
in luncheon to be held at Ken-Lake
High Team Series ISC1
of an educational conference Department of Guidance and men called out to quell civil was held, with proceeds aiding
YORK (UPI)—The Service March 26, 1971
NEW
the sponsoring of the local essay next Wednesday. The Mother-of-' Ezells Beauty School
2192
March 29 at Murray State Counseling and Administration disorder:
in Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
opened
mixed
market
Reser- Johnsons Grocery
the-Year will speak.
2134
University designed to promote a and Supervision at Murray State. -These kids are in the contest. Kappa also continued tce
moderate trading today.
vations are to be placed with N.H.C.A.
with
the
pediatric
Market Report Includes 10
work
ward
of
2052
better understanding of the roles It is scheduled to open with National Guard to keep from
Shortly after the opening the Buying Stations
the Murray Hospital in obtaining Mrs. Richardsson.
of high school principals and registration at 12:30 p.m. in the going in the Army."
Dow Jones industrial average Receipts: Act. 1055 Est. 2000
She concluded the business
needed equipment.
High Team Series INC)
guidance counselors in West lobby of the University School,
of 30 selected blue ships stood Barrows and Gilts Steady Sows
session by complimenting Mrs. Kut'n' Kurl Beauty Shop
2839
Kentucky.
and will close at 5 p.m.
WASHINGTON--Sen. Hubert
Mrs. Sam Knight, chairman of Jack Bailey for her work this Town & Country Dress Shop 2792 at 900.67, off 0.14, while Steady 25 lower
The conference is being Invitations have been sent to H. Humphrey, D-Minn., saying
advances outpaced declines, n US 1-3 200-240 lbs. ;16.25-16.75;
year as press book chairman and Ezells Beauty School
2744
sponsored jointly by the West more than 300 principals, he does not believe the Vietnam music, reported on the major
to 100, among the 469 issue: US 2-4 190-240 lbs. *16.00-16.25;
Mrs. Allen Russell as publicity
of
her
project
department,
the
Personnel
and
Kentucky
guidance counselors and ad- war will be an issue in the 1972
traded.
chariman.
profit
show,
the
from
style
which
US 2-4 240-260 lbs. $15.5046.00;
High Ind. Game (SC I
Guidance Association, the West ministrators in the high schools presidential election:
Steels were soft with U.S. US 3-4 260-280 lbs. 115.00-15.
At noon luncheon was served in Barbara Alexander
221
Kentucky Association for School in the 1st and 2nd disrticts of the "The President is in control provides music scholarships.
Steel off k4 to 334i, Armco % to Sows
loan funds,and student aid funds. the club dining room. Mrs. Max Jean Chancey
208
Kentucky Education Association. Of the situation. He can pull out
19% and Jones & Laughlin % US 1-2 270-350 lbs. $13.25-l3.
The department also sponsored Brandon gave the invocation.
Joyce
Roller
194
The focus point of the af- 100,000 troops in the middle of
to 11%. Bethlehem was un- US 1-3 300-550 lbs. $12.7543.
the children's concerts at the Mrs. Matt Sparkman internoon-long program will be a one of our speeches. He
changed at 22.
university and supported the troduced Mrs. Sam Knight,
US 2-3 450-650 lbs. $12.50-12.751
High Ind, Game HC
panel discussion, beginning at 1 controls the spigot."
--Chrysler was unchanged at
city wide elementary school chairman of the Music Depart- Barbara Alexander
262
p.m., on the following topics:
ment, who narrated a musical Jean Chancey
string orchestra.
244 26%. General Motors eased L4
'The Roles and Responsibilities
FINED
to 83%. Ford tacked on % to
'Mrs. John Gregory, repor- presentation by the Music Judy Adams
234
of Principals and Councelors,"
Dennis K. Grimes of Murray ting for Mrs. Bailey Gore, Department Chorus entitled
60%.
"The Strengths and Weakness of was fined $28.50 for speeding in
Gainers among the
oils'
To bring back
chairan of Sigma, told of the "Memories.High Ind. Series (SC)
Guidance Asininistration" and the McCracken County Court
included Superior -Oil by 1 to
success of her department's first memories of the first decade of Barbara Alexander
533
between
"The Areas of Conflict
according to the report published summer kindergarten program lthe century, when the Murra!
183, and Texaco LI to 3534.
518
Jean Chancey
ay
& Rona..
Guidance and Administratiion". in the Paducah Sun-Democrat,
By DONALD S. PHILLIPS
Jersey Stjndard and Phillips
which offered pre-school ex- Woman's Club was formed, Mrs. Mildred Hodge
509
Participating as panel memWASHINGTON (UPI) —Railwere unchanged at 767s and
perience for twenty-six children. . Joe Prince played "Bird in a
pax, the government-backed bers will be; Mrs. Bettye Boyd,
317s, respectively.
Two other major projects were Gilded 'Cage," while Mrs.
High Ind. Series MCI
:orporation set. up to preserve guidance counselor at Apollo
In the airlines, UAL tacked
the sponsoring of the Murray- Garnett Janes molded an outfit Barbara Alexander
656
train, will Junior High School, Owensboro;
passenger
the
626.on % to 292/4, Pan American
the decade. Mrs. Howard Jean Chancey
Calloway County Beauty Contest
produce no miracles.
Barney Ttnveatt, principal of
614 rose 'itir to 16%, Eastern was
and the vision screening program Keenan read the words-of the Faye Hurt
ride_on a Railpax train on Mayfield High School; Arnie The Calloway County Singing in the city and
uunchanged at 21%, Arnerican
county schools. A sond. Mrs. Nolin Harvey then led
May 1, the takeover date, will *.ken, principal to Trigg County. Convention will be held Sunday,
eased L4 to 27 and Trans World
the audience and chorus in
total
of
593
kindergarten
and
High Averages
be pretty much like it was the High School, Cadiz.
dipped L ti to 181
March 28, at 1:30 p.m. at the first grade students were signing "Wait Til the Sun shines,
/
2.
Mildred Hodge
168
Dr. Ben Humphreys, chairman Brooks Chapel United Methodist
day before except there will be
screened with 35 referred for Nellie."
Marilyn
162
Parks
fewer trains to ride. Only 184 of of the Department of School Church.
In the second decade, the Wanda Nance
professional testing.
156 DAVE MOREHEAD CUT
at
the remaining 285 passenger Administration-Supervision
Wendell Lovett, president, Mrs. Castle Parker, co- Murray Woman's Club had exOciA541011O1174-1,03
Judy Parker
150 FORT MYERS, Fla. ( UPI)—
them
most
of
left,
be
MSU.,
and
Harper
Stackhouse
trains will
urges all singers and listeners to chariman of Theta, reported on panded to four departments. To
Betty
Dixon
149
The Kansas City Royals anBirthday of
counselor of Project VIII attend the special progam on
along the Eastern Seaboard.
two major projects, the spon- represent this period, Mrs. Jean Chancey
149 nounced the release of veteran
OSKAR NEDBAL
With inadequate funding, no Paducah City Schools.
Sunday.
soring of birthday parties for Howard Koenen and Mrs. Don Joyce Roller
147 pitcher Dave Morehead Wed1874 • 1930
The program is being planned
new equipment, the same train
members of the Austin School Robinsog sang and danced "How Joye Rowland
Bohemian Composer
145 nesday. Morehead, who hurled
employes and a planned first- by Dr. Sal Matarazzo, professor
SECRETARIES'MEETING special education class and the Are You Gonna Keep them Dowr Lavaughn Latimer
Music Director
144 a no-hitter in 1965, was 3-5 for
year deficit of $100 million, of administration and super- The Paducah-Kentucky Lake administering of hearing test
of. on the Farm" and Mrs Harvey Isabel Parks
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